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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Purpose of the study . The purpose of this study was
to identify selected leisure time activities of 100 ninth
grade hoys and girls in a city school system.
Specifically, the study undertook to determine:
1. The solitary activities of these boys
and girls
.
2. Activities which these youth preferred,
but in which they did not engage.
3. Reasons for not engaging in preferred
leisure time activities.
4. Leisure activities in which the group
engaged with members of their own
families
.
Justification of the study . Up to the present time
much of the research on teen-age leisure time activities
has dealt with those activities engaged in by youth with
their peers. Studies of recreational activities have
highlighted areas in which boys and girls show great
common interests. The literature available points out
the needs and value of wholesome leisure time experiences
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oin relation to other life experiences. Other hooks and.
articles discuss co-curricular activities sponsored by
schools and outside agencies in the interest of youth.
Still others show that the utilization of leisure time
is a problem which everyone must face in the adult world.
The topics of recreation and the spending of free-from-
work hours are not new, therefore, but are still the
objects of investigation.
Available research, however, is limited in terms
of detailed analysis of youth’s participation in selected
types of leisure time activities. Increasingly, emphasis
is being placed on the importance of individuals developing
worthwhile solitary activities. More and more it is being
said that families must plan to work and play together to
strengthen the bond cf family unity. Efforts to improve
leisure time programs are beginning with analysis of what
youth want to do and why they do not engage in preferred
activities. Because of tne significance of these three
more or less neglected aspects of the problem of leisure,
this inquiry was initiated. The information gained might
be studied in the light of present practices in the schools
and outside agencies. Whether or not adequate provisions
are made to educate youth in the wise use of leisure time
was not considered in this study.

Procedure followed . Data needed for the study were
gained by the administration of an inquiry form to a group
of ninth grade boys and girls in the city of Quincy, Massa-
chusetts. This was followed by an interview arranged by
the writer with each individual participating in the study.
Certain specific background information about each boy and
girl, necessary for the establishment of the group as a
typical one, was obtained. Tabulations were made of each
inquiry form. Tables were constructed, built upon the
results. This material was analyzed and certain logical
conclusions were formed.
This study was, therefore, initiated in order to
determine the ways in which a group of ninth grade boys
and girls utilize their leisure time when they are left
to their own devices and when they participate with other
members of their own families.
The purpose of the following chapters was to develop
the problem and to reach certain conclusions with regard
to it. The significance of leisure and how education is
recognizing the problems presented by it, are discussed
in Chapter II. Chapter III presents the procedure followed
in gathering the data needed and a description of the study
group as a whole. Ways in which these youth have occupied
..
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themselves during solitary hours are given in Chapter IV.
Chapter V is concerned with activities for which the
group showed preference. It also gives reasons why these
youth did not participate in said activities. Chapter VI
points out the things that boys and girls remembered doing
with members of their own families. It also shows acti-
vities in which whole family groups engaged. A summary of
the findings of the survey, with a list of suggestions for
further study, is included in Chapter VII.
..
.
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CHAPTER II
EDUCATION AND THE LEISURE TIME PROBLEM
Significance of leisure . The moral worth of a nati or-
is determined, in part, by the way the hours of freedom are
spent by its people. When a whole nation can be character-
ized by leisure time activities, the significance of
leisure is deserving of consideration. Leisure is a neces-
sary part of each person's total life experiences. It takes
on all the complexities of human life because it is so
closely dependent upon human expression of interests.
Leisure is challenged to meet the physical, mental,
emotional, social, and moral needs of human beings. Such
challenges would seem Herculean if it were not for the fact
that almost countless activities are pressed into service
to meet these challenges. A well-balanced program of
leisure time experiences is made up of varieties of
activities. Each activity is enjoyed because it answers
some particular need or needs of the participant
.
Pew problems would exist if people were able to
Identify their needs specifically. If they possessed a
knowledge of the activities which would satisfy these
needs, the spending of leisure time would not be

6problematical. But this is not the case in many instances.
Most people think of the outcomes of leisure activities
merely in terms of relaxation, change from routine, and. just
plain "having fun". They have not been totally educated
to recognize the dynamic effects of leisure upon human
personalities
.
Lies, in his study of leisure, was most forceful in
giving value and importance to leisure . According to him,
it
:
1. Can degrade or elevate people.
2 . Reduce working efficiency or increase it
.
3. Blast careers or enhance them.
4. Can break down health or build it.
5. Can impoverish life cr enrich it.
6. Can stifle talents or give them room and
air for blossoming
.
7. Can dirty sex or sublimate it.
8. Can stunt skills or rear them into ex-
hilarating satisfactions.
9. Can nourish selfish indulgence and lead
on to delinquency and crime or it can
stimulate neighborliness and issue in
fine human service.
10. Can breed mediocre living or stimulate
rich living.
11. Can cramp the inner urges for whole
creative egression or release them for
more and more wonderful achievement.
12 . Can becloud the horizons of the spirit
or extend them on into other worlds.
13 . Can bring everlasting grief or minister
to continuing happiness.!
1 Eugene T. Lies, The New Leisure Challenges the
Schools
,
(New York :National Recreation Association, 1933). p 26

When the uses and abuses of leisure are studied, it
is realized what a tremendous force leisure can he. One has
only to read a daily newspaper to find evidences of abuses
of leisure. Tragedy and despair are often the results of
someone's unwise use of leisure time. On the other hand,
people who enjoy wholesome leisure time activities, seldom
are noted in print. They profit by the amount of self-
satisfaction which is derived rather than by public
recognition
.
Respons ibi lity for lei sur e time education . Who is
going to see to it that youth are educated in the wise use
of leisure time? Whose responsibility is it to see that
the play time of future adults is utilized wholesomely and
beneficially? Parents, educators, and recreationists are
in the best positions to serve because of their close
contact with youth. The writer does not intend to show
how all three of these supervisory groups go about carrying
their share of the responsibility . Only the ways in which
the educator has recognized and accepted his share will be
consid ered
.
Educators recogniz e the problem . Schools today are
faced with the tremendous problem of helping youth adjust
themselves to the society of which they are a part. In
V ee&tioies r>rm gee; ©.-[# rrorr
addition, schools are delegated the task of preparing youth
for their lives as adults. In the past much of the
emphasis in education has been placed on training for a
plivelihood. Fleege
,
in his study of the adolescent hoy,
feels that the emphasis has not been placed on training to
live a life. He feels that the curriculum has been centered
around vocational training, with little thought to
avocational training. One of education's chief goals, how-
ever, is to prepare each individual to derive the maximum
contentment and satisfaction out of life.
Educators are being made aware of the need for edu-
cation for unemployment as well as for employment. The
mechanization of industry is resulting in increased leisure
time . The length of the working day and week is being
shortened. The unemployed hours of the day and week are
being increased. One cannot predict that the increase in
leisure time will ever cause a complete reorganization of
the school curriculum. The day may come, however, when
education for leisure is more important than education for
labor. It is apparent, in any event, that schools must now
place their emphasis on training youth how to live. They
2 Urban H. Fleege, Self -Revelation of the
Adolescent Boy (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company,
1945)
, p .223
.
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must help prepare youth for the whole of life and. not just
part of i t
.
For the most part, the objectives of education coin-
cide with those of recreation. In some instances, it is
not possible to determine where one begins and the other
leaves off. It is felt by some that a separation of the
two is at best an artificial device. If this is true,
schools are in a unique position to influence the re-
creational life of youth. Rarely does a youth leave school
without having had contact with some subjects which might
claim to have some bearing on spare time enjoyment.
Ways of pr ovi ding education for leisure . It is de-
sirable for the men and women of tomorrow to receive their
leisure time training while they are still the boys and
girls of today. They must be trained to have no fear of
leisure time. Schools must provide outlets for inherent
creative drives. Provision should be made for ' experiences
which would enrich the whole personality of each boy and
girl .
The curriculum should be made up of experiences
which are closely related to those outside the four walls
of a school building. Some of the included experiences
should be related to those which exist in adult life.

0Schools must educate youth to use their present time wisely
and also must prepare them for all future use thereof.
Most of the secondary schools today have included on
their program of studies, subjects which have recreational
value. The most common courses which fall in this category
are: physical education, manual arts, practical arts,
courses in art and music, and courses in the appreciation of
drama, poetry, and other forms of literature.
Most schools sponsor a variety of athletic games and
sports. The recreational inplication of these are obvious.
Unless care is taken, however, to provide opportunities for
intra-mural events, only a portion of the student body is
activated
.
Secondary school authorities feel that considerable
satisfaction and growth may be experienced by belonging to
some of the non-athletic groups sponsored by the school.
Some of these are: hobby clubs; foreign language clubs and
other departmental ones; clubs which provide opportunities
for acting, writing, public speaking, and music; and or-
ganizations or clubs which are formed with the purpose of
being of service to the school and to the community.
Ways of providing education for leisure may vary with
the location, building, equipment, staff and the student body
..
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of a school. Careful consideration must he given to all
phases of the problem of leisure by the administrative
personnel of the school. Boys and girls, for the most
part, are always receptive to changes which give them oppor-
tunities to be active.
Guidance in the use of leisure . One of the major
aims of guidance is to help youth to help themselves in
solving problems. Boys and girls should be encouraged to
discover and develop any talents which even they themselves
may not realize exist. They ±LOuld take advantage of oppor-
tunities to e;xperience satisfaction from a variety of
activities .
Leisure time activities are appearing more and more
under commercial direction. The schools, therefore, will
find that they must offer guidance to youth in making use
of these activities. Is it possible to teach the proper
amount of consideration which should be given such activities
as "attending movies" and "listening to the radio"? Can
education for leisure help youth to select and reject certain
activities; praise and condemn others? Do criteria exist
that youth may use to judge the effectiveness of leisure?
These are questions which confront the educator.

Futur
e
of education for leisure . It is apparent that
schools have recognized the importance of wise use of
leisure time. Changes have been made to include activities
which should help youth find contentment and happiness.
These are steps in the right direction and must be continued.
Education must move ahead with the times and be prepared to
meet the challenges of life, both noY/ and in the future.
Teachers must be specially trained and sympathetic to
the cause. They must have training in methods of organizing,
presenting, and carrying on avocational activities. They
must be masters in the art of using leisure time effectively
themselves
.
School buildings must provide the time, space and
equipment necessary for carrying on the leisure time
activities of youth and their families. Separate units for
recreational use may be planned and built as a part of the
school of the future. These units could be opened without
giving access to the regular classrooms. The school would
thus serve as a meeting place for youth and adults alike as
they exercise their unalienable right to the Pursuit of
Happiness .
The future of education for leisure depends upon
action i Educators must take stock of what is being done

today. Then, they should weigh the effectiveness of the
programs and cancel, reorder and place new orders for
specific items . This inventory would point out how diffi-
cult it is to fulfill the leisure time needs of each
individual. The most satisfactory plan would he one cap-
able of serving the greatest number of individuals .
Youth needs to be assured that they are being cared
for. Unless action is evident, one is likely to hear
remarks similar to the one #iich follows. When the inquiry
form was administered to a group of ninth graders, one boy
commented, "I don't see what gp od this will do. Nobody doe
anything about it'.”
.,
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CHAPTER III
THE INQUIRY FORM AND THE STUDY GROUP
The selection of items for the inquiry form * In se-
lecting the items to he used in the inquiry form, the
writer kept in mind: (1) the basic facts about each pupil
which he himself might record, (2) the types of information
concerning leisure time activities, (3) the way in which
such information might be recorded efficiently. The result
was a three page mimeographed form, stapled together, upon
which the pupils wrote the information requested.
Basic facts . Each boy and girl wrote his name and
age and encircled either ”Boy M or '’Girl" to denote sex.
The chronological age was given in years and months. On
the third page an opportunity was provided for the pupil to
indicate, by checking and using numbers, the titles of the
persons who make up his present family group. This was fol-
lowed by a space which requested the occupations in which
his parents are engaged. In order to facilitate more
accurate classification of these occupations, additional
directions stated that a brief description of the job
should be included.
The intelligence quotients and curriculum choices
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for grade ten for each individual were obtained by referring
to the permanent record cards and elective blanks .
Items conc erning so litary leisure time activities .
The first page of the leisure time inquiry form was devoted
to solitary leisure time activities. Through a question
which was followed by a multiple choice of answers, the
writer hoped to discover the pupils’ awareness of the use of
solitary leisure time as a problem. The question asked was,
"Do you feel at loss to know what to do with* yourself when
there are no other people around?" . The varying degrees
used in response were listed as: "Very Often", "Sometimes",
"Hardly Ever", and "Never".
Item two on page one required the listing of solitary
leisure time activities. The following wording and explan-
ation was given: "Please list below all of the activities in
which you engage bj£ yourself during your free time . In
other words, what do you do to amuse yourself or to occupy
your time when you are alone ? " Space was ruled off for the
listing of from one to ten items with the request that any
beyond ten be written on the other side of the sheet.
Part two of the second item asked the pupil to
follow these directions: "Beside each one of the items in
your list write one of the following symbols to indicate
*. -
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The symbols used were: ( 1)F-Frequentlyhow often you do it."(2)
0-Occasiona lly and (3) R-Rarely .
Space was provided at the bottom of the page for any
notes the interviewer might care to make concerning the in-
formation recorded or comments made by the pupil during the
interview which followed.
Items concerning preferred a ctivi ties and reasons
why they were not engaged in. Page two of the inquiry form
was planned to cover the area of pupil interest in additional
leisure time experiences and possible reasons why these
things are not enjoyed now. The questions were worded as
follows: (1) "Would you like to discover more ways of using
your free time interestingly and profitably?" "Yes" or "No".;
(2) "In what kinds of activities wculd you like to engage?";
(3) "Why don't you engage in the above activities now?";
(4) "Do you feel that you have too many activities and
therefore do not have time enough for important things?"
"Yes", "No" or "Not Sure".; and (5) "Do your parents think
that you have taken on too many activities?" "Yes", "No" or
"I Don’t Know". The answers to questions two and three were
written on ruled lines provided for them. An individual was
permitted to merely list the activities and reasons or
write at length if he so desired.
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Items concerning activi ties engaged in with, me mb er s
of the family » The final page of the inquiry form called
for information regarding members of the family unit and
occupational titles of parents as mentioned previously
under basic facts
.
The second half of the page was devoted to the
identification of leisure time activities engaged in with
other members of the family. The following directions were
given: "List below all of the leisure time activities in
which you engage wl th one or more members of y our family to
have fun. In other words, what things do you enjoy doing
together ?" Lined space was provided for the listing of ten
items with the request that additional ones be written on
the other side of the paper.
Part two of this item asked the pupil to follow
these directions: "Beside each activity in your list write
one of the following symbols to indicate with whom you do
it and how often you do it." The family member symbols
were: M-Mother, F-Father, S-Sister, B-Brother, C-F-Grandfather
,
GM-Grandmother, and OR-Other Relatives. The symbols used to
show how often the activity was engaged in were: F-Frequent ly,
O-Occasiona lly and R-Rarely.
-.
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The use cf the inqu iry form . Before the inquiry
form was distributed to the study group, the writer tested
its usability by submitting it to one class of ninth grade
boys and girls who were not to be considered a part of the
study group. The writer wanted to sample the types of
answers which might be given and also locate any directions
which were not clearly stated. The results of the trial use
were tabulated and seemed to qualify the form as a satis-
factory one to use in carrying out the writer’s objectives.
The inquiry form was placed in the hands of the study
group one week before the group was to have a Christmas
vacation of two weeks. It was administered at this time so
that leisure time activities of a vacation nature would not
appear specifically and thereby color the results. The fact
that this study was made mid-term in the school year has
some effect on the activities listed, as will be pointed out
later
.
The study group was oonprised of ninth grade boys and
girls who by virtue of their ninth grade elective subjects
were grouped in definite divisions. The inquiry form was,
therefore, given to four divisions separately. No time
limit was set. The writer found, however, that thirty
minutes was the approximate time necessary to fill in the
form. The writer gave oral directions to further explain
.. ,
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the form. So that each division might have the exact same
oral directions, they were read as follows: "This is a
study to find out what ninth grade ooys and girls do when
they are alone to amuse themselves, what they would like
to do and why they don’t do it, and also what they do with
their families to have a good time . Because you are all
individuals, with many and varied interests, your answers
will also be many and varied. There is no one correct
answer to any question.
There are a few directions and examples I would
like to give you. Number two in Part I asks for a list of
activities. If this were beirg used ’with a very young
group cf children, die following might appear on a list:
Making mud pies 0
Playing cowboy F
Jumping rope R
Think of every day of the week when writing your
list. I am interested in what you do after school as well
as what you do on Saturday and Sunday .
When filling in your father’s and mother’s occu-
pations on page three, give as complete a description of
their work as you possibly can. If you are not certain
about the title to give their work, ask them and be ready
to tell me at our interview.
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Number four in Part III asks for a list of family
group activities. If this were being used with a younger
group, the following activities might appear on a list:
Piggy-back rides P F
Have stories read to me GM R
Play house B,S 0
You will be scheduled for an interview with me at
some future date to discuss the information you record on
this form. At that time I will make corrections and
additions, so that the completed inquiry form will be a
true representation of your e:xperiences and opinions.”
Interviews wi th indivi dual boys ani girls . The
second technique used in obtaining additional information
and at the same time helping to validate the inquiry form,
was an interview by the writer with each boy and girl in
the study group. The interviews were from five to twenty
minutes in length and gave each individual an opportunity
to add activities to his list and make remarks pertinent to
the study .
The interviews began with the attempt on the part
of the writer to establish rapport. Because the group has
been known by the writer, as counselor, for a period of
three years, this was not difficult.
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A set pattern of questions could not be used by the
writer in each interview because the inquiry form was
answered with personal responses. However, questions of a
general nature were asked, such as "What did you do by
yourself yesterday to occupy some time? Last Saturday and
Sunday? What would you like to do tomorrow, next Saturday,
next Sunday? Why won’t you be able to do these things?
What did your family all do last night after supper? What
did you all do last Saturday and Sunday? What do you all
do in the summer months?" These questions stimulated some
thinking on the part of the individual and brought forth
a few additions and comments of value to the study.
Changes made as the result of the interview .
A check on the number of additions and subtractions to the
lists of activities was made. This was done to determine
the validity of the instrument used. Each new activity
which was given at the- time of the interview was considered
an addition. An item was subtracted from the list men it
failed to conform with the definition of a leisure time
activity. The following three tables show the number of
additions and subtractions made to the pages of the inquiry
form.
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TABLE I
ADDITIONS AND SUBTRACTIONS MADE TO LISTS OF SOLITARY
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES
Number of
add it ions B G
Total
number
Number of
subtractions B G
Total
number
0 12 11 23 0 0 0 0
1 13 13 26 1 14 8 22
2 5 9 14 2 2 4 6
3 1 2 3 3 1 3 4
4 2 2
From this tabulation it was discovered that compar-
atively few changes were made, therefore the original
listings were adequate. It was felt that the boys and girls
gave a true picture of their activities. It was noticed
that in the amount of additions made, there was no out-
standing difference between the number made by the boys and
those made by the girls. In eliminating items, however,
the boys had more items that did not qualify than did the
girls. These unqualifying items were, for the most part,
ones which the boys would ergage in with friends. The most
common boys’ activities eliminated were hockey, football,
ping-pong, camping, and participating in a Y.M.C.A. program.

Activities done -under compulsion which also were not
allowed to remain on the boys’ lists included homework and
household chores. The girls tended to include such items
as ironing, washing, house cleaning, mending, darning,
shoveling snow, and doing homework. Some of these were left
on the lists of activities whenever the boy or girl indicated,
during the interview, that they did these things because they
enjoyed doing them, not because they were compelled to do
them
.
TABLE II
ADDITIONS MADE TO THE LISTS OF DESIRED ACTIVITIES
Number of
additions
Number of
boys
Number of
girls
Total
numb er
0 45 45 90
1 3 3 6
2 2 2 4
The above table shows that the number of additions
made by the boys is identical to the number made by the
girls . Ninety per cent of the total study group had no
further additions to make to their lists
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TABLE III
ADDITIONS AND SUBTRACTIONS MADE TO LISTS OP ACTIVITIES
ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS
Number of
addit ions B G
Total
number
Number of
subtractions B
Total
G number
0 23 21 44 0 0 0 0
1 15 13 28 1 0 1 1
2 6 9 15 2
3 4 4 8 3
4 1 2 3 4
5 1 1 5
The boys made approximately the same number of
changes as did the girls. Therefore, one group could not
be said to have given a truer picture of their activities
than the other. Seventy-three per cent of the total group
made either no additions or only one. In the entire group
only one person listed an activity #iich did not qualify.
Spoken comments, referring to specific sections of
the inquiry form, are included later in the study. These
may help to iiow that ninth grade boys and girls are in
need of help in solving their leisure time problems.
The interviews, although time-consuming, were
valuable in themselves. They gave the writer a personal

contact with each hoy and. girl and. a better knowledge of
their reaction to the problems of leisure time activities.
The study group . This investigation on leisure was
made during the period of time from the third week in
December, 1947 to the latter part of March, 1948. Its
subjects were 100 ninth grade boys and girls who attend the
North Quincy High School in Quincy, Massachusetts. This
school is a six year school, grades seven through twelve
inclusive .
The study group will be described under the following
headings: Sex, Age, Intelligence Quotients, Choice of Tenth
Grade Program, Father’s Occupation, and Family Groups.
This procedure was followed in order to characterize the
group as a representative one.
Sex and age . As shown in Table IV, the 100 subjects
investigated were made up of 50 boys and 50 girls whose ages
range from 12 years and 11 months to 16 years and 7 months.
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF THE STUDY GROUP
Ages in
Years and Months
Numb er
of boys
Number
of girls
Total
number
16-5 ... 16-7 3 3
16-2 ...
15-11 . . .
16-4
16-1 2 1 3
15-8 ... 15-10 3 1 4
15-5 ... 15-7 1 4 5
15-2 ... 15-4 6 4 10
14-11. .
.
15-1 3 3 6
14-8 ... 14-10 5 8 13
14-5 ... 14-7 7 2 9
14-2 ... 14-4 9 7 16
13-11 . . . 14-1 4 12 16
13-8 . . . 13-10 3 7 10
13-5 . . . 13-7 1 1
13-2 . . . 13-4 1 1
12-11 . . . 13-1 3 3
Mean Age 14-8 14-6 14-7
The average age of the group
and. fifteen years, which is usually
average for the ninth grade .
is between fourteen
regarded as the

Ability
.
The purpose of Table V was to show the
range of ability within the group, as measured by intelli-
gence tests .
TABIE V
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE STUDY GROUP
Intelligence Number Number Total
quotients of boys of girls number
131— 133 3 3
128—130 2 2
125—127 3 2 5
122—124 1 6 7
119—121 5 5
116— 118 9 2 11
113—115 1 3 4
110—112 3 7 10
107—109 3 6 9
104— 106 6 4 10
101-
-103 2 3 5
98-
-100 3 1 4
95-- 97 3 2 5
92-- 94 1 7 8
89-- 91 2 1 3
86-- 88 1 1 2
83-- 85 1 1 2
80— 82 2 2
77-- 79 1 1 2
74-- 76
71-- 73 1 1
The ability of the group ranged all the way from an
intelligence quotient of 73 to one of 133. The average
.••
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intelligence quotient was 108. It was the writer's intent
to show that the study group was representative o f y outh
because of the vide range of ability. The group, by virtue
of this range, could not be classified either as superior
or slow, but rather as heterogeneous
.
Curri cula choices . One way of showing the status
of the group was by indicating tenth grade curricula choices.
TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF TENTH GRADE CURRICULA CHOICES
OF TEE STUDY GROUP
Curricula Number Numb er Total
of boys of girls number
College Preparatory 24 18 42
Commercial 9 30 39
General 14 2 16
Trade 3 3
A study of the tenth grade curricula choices cf the
group shewed the following:
1. Forty-eight per cent of the boys professed an
interest in college .
.•X'
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2. Twenty-eight per cent of the boys elected
the General Curriculum either because they
did not have the ability to handle academic
subjects or because they did not know what
they wanted.
3. Sixty per cent of the girls were interested
in the offerings of the Commercial Curriculum.
Many cf these girls were thinking in terms of
employment immediately upon graduation from
high school.
4. Thirty-six per cent of the girls showed an
interest in the College Preparatory Curriculum.
5. Only two girls chose the General Curriculum,
which indicates that the girls were more certain
in their educational and vocational planning
than were the boys .
6. There was not an appreciable difference between
the total number electing the College Preparatory
Curriculum and the total number electing the
Commercial Curriculum.
In conclusion, the writer feels that the subjects’
choices of programs of studies for the tenth grade showed,
once again, that the group was heterogeneous.

Parental occupational 1 eve Is . To further justify
the group of 100 ninth grade hoys and girls as a cross
section of ninth grade youth in a given
of parental occupational levels was made
TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION OF WAGE EARNERS
OF THE STUDY GROUP
community, a
.
IN THE HOMES
study
Major occupational groups Number Number Total
of boys of girls number
Professional and Managerial 12 9 21
Clerical and Sales 8 10 18
Service 2 5 7
Skilled 24 18 42
Semiskilled 1 4 5
Unskilled 1 1
Retired 1 1
Crippled 1 1
Supported by family 1 1 2
Supported by insurance 1 1
Chief Machinist Mate . .Navy 1 1
In classifying the job titles listed, it was
realized by the writer that there are inaccuracies found
when youth and even adults give titles to jobs. It was re-
quested that a description of the work done be written
beside the title to aid in classification.

The classifications used were those set up in the
Dictionary of Occupa tional Titles Of the nine classifi-
cations, only one, "Agricultural, Pishing and Forestry",
was not found represented in the group. Because Quincy is
in the metropolitan area of Boston and is an industrial
city, it doe snot seem strange that no representation in
this field was found. Had this study been made in a rural
rather than urban community, the socio-economic status of
the family group might have been quite different.
It seems significant to note that 42 per cent of Hie
families were supported by an income from skilled occupations
with the second and third largest percentages found in the
professional and managerial occupations and the clerical
and sales occupations respectively. It would seem, there-
fore, that the group of boys and girls upon whom this
study 7/as based was representative of the so-called middle
class
.
In interpreting the results of the inquiry into
family leisure time activities, it should be remembered
that the economic status of the family would have some
1 Dictionary of Occupational Titles
,
Part I,
"Definitions of Titles
,
('Washington, D. C.; United States
Printing Office, 1939 ) ,1287 pp .
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bearing upon the type and frequency of the activities
listed. For example, the frequency with which the family
attends the movies or sports events may depend upon their
financial ability to do so. Likewise, the boys’ and girls’
leisure time activities which require equipment might be
somewhat dependent upon the amount of money which was
allotted them as an allowance. Adults and youth still face
the problem o f where they can find the best "bargain” in
spending leisure time and derive the greatest amount of
social, educational, recreational and emotional satisfaction.
From the foregoing table it would seem safe to assume
that although the financial incomes of the families repre-
sented in this study were somewhat limited, they were not
significantly low. It was not the writer’s purpose to de-
termine the degree of relationship between leisure time
activities listed and the financial status of the family,
but rather to show that this group should be capable of
supporting a well-rounded program of activities.
Membership of the family group . So that a better
understanding cf tbe boys and girls in this study might be
had, a study was made of the members who constitute their
present family groups. It was surprising to the writer to
learn that there were thirty-six different combinations of
..
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9members who make up the family units found within the study
group of one hundred boys and girls . Because a family is
the sum total of the members belonging, it derives its
character and pulse from all who create it. Family acti-
vities are means whereby the family, made up of its indi-
vidual members, is able to express certain characteristics
developed t trough a period of growth. When boys say, "We
each go our own way." or "We like to sit around the piano
and sing.", one can sense the type of family of which "they
are members
.
The presence of younger children or older folks within
a family group would seem to have some bearing upon the
experiences possible for the entire group. It would seem
that an only child’s experiences might be somewhat dif-
ferent than those of a child in a family where there are
older and younger brothers and sisters. It was not the
writer’s aim to show the relationship between types of
activities and various combinations of members making up
family units. It was rather to point out that when
speaking of families, one cannot think in terms of one set
unit
(.
(
TABLE VIII
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP COMBINATIONS OF THE STUDY GROUP
Family membership Number Number
of boys of girls
MOTHER and. ... 1
Older sister, relatives 1
Older and younger sisters,
grandparents, relatives 1
Older brother 1 1
Older and younger brothers
and sisters 1 1
Older sister, grandparents 1
Grandfather 1
FATHER and ... 1
Older sister 1
Older and younger brothers,
grandparents, relatives 1
Older and younger brothers
and sisters 1
Grandparents, relatives 1
MOTHER AND FATHER and ... 6 4
Younger si s ter 1 4
Older sister 6 1
Younger sisters 1
Older sisters 1
Older and younger sisters 1 1
Young er bro the r 1
Older brother 1 4
Younger brothers 1
Older brothers 5 2
Older and younger brothers 1 3
Younger brothers and sisters 4 1
Older brothers and sisters 4 4
Older and younger brothers
and sisters 7 10
Younger sister, twin brother 1
Younger sister, grandparents 1
Older sisters, relatives 1
Younger brother, relatives 1

TABLE VIII (continued)
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP COMBINATIONS OF THE STUDY GROUP
Family membership Number Number
of boys of girls
Older and younger brothers,
and grandparents 1
Younger brothers and sisters,
and grandparents 1
Older brothers and sisters,
relatives 1
Older and younger brothers and
sisters, relatives 1
Grandparents 1 1
AUNT AND UNCLE and . . .
Older sister, 5 cousins 1
GRANDMOTHER and . .
.
Relatives 1
The above table shows that there were six boys and
four girls who are often labeled ’'only child" or "spoiled
child." Five boys and four girls were growing up without
a father's help. Three boys and two girls were growing up
without a mother’s love and attention. One girl was being
brought up by an aunt and uncle, while another made her
home with her grandmother. Eighty-four per cent of the
group was growing up under the eyes of a mother and a
father. These family groups were made up of a variety of
.f •
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combinations of siblings and other relatives . Seventeen
boys and girls were members of groups where there were
older and younger brothers and sisters.
The findings of these surveys concerning sex, ages,
intelligence quotients, choices of tenth grade programs,
father’s occupations and family groups should all be taken
into consideration when interpreting the results of this
leisure time study.

CHAPTER IV
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES
Part played by solitary leisure . "I’m always by
myself", was the statement made by a ninth grade boy. His
list of activities in which he found enjoyment by himself
was strong in length but not in breadth. He had, unfor-
tunately, an unbalanced program of leisure time activities.
The solitary experiences should have been but one part of
his total expenditure of free time.
It seemed vital in this study to learn how ninth
grade boys and girls made use of their free time when they
are alone. Studies have been made based on the activities
which they have enjoyed in groups. Literature, however,
was not found that stressed the utilization of an individual’s
leisure time when by himself. In real life situations, one
is sometimes left to his own devices due to choice, necessity,
or force. Therefore, it seemed important to learn how a
group of boys and girls has met such a situation.
Definition of term "Solitary Leisure
"
. Before dis-
cussing solitary leisure time activities, a concept of the
term had to be formed. Webster gave as a definition of the
word "solitary" (1) Being, living, or going alone or
t:
.
.
,
without corrroanions; also lonely. (2) Taken, passed, per-
formed, endured, etc. alone."
1
"Leisure time" was defined
in The White House Conference on Children in a Democracy:
"By leisure time in modern civilization we mean, for the
adult, the hours when not engaged in working for a liveli-
hood or in keeping house; for the child, the hours that are
p
not devoted to formal educational activities."''
For the purpose of this study, "solitary leisure
time" was considered as the hours spent alone by an individual
when not occupied with gainful employment, school work, or
those things done as a matter of course, such as sleeping at
night, eating meals, and getting about from place to place.
It was emphasized as the time which was spent independent of
friends or family members.
Number at loss to know what to do . The first
question on the inquiry form asked, "Do you feel at loss to
know what to do with yourself when there are no other people
around?" To establish the use of solitary leisure time as
a problem worthy of consideration, the following table is
offered:
1 Webster f s Collegiate Dictionary
,
Fifth Edition,
(Springfield, Mass.; G. & C. Merriam Co., Publishers, 1942).
2 White House Conference on Children in a Democracy
,
(Washington, D. C. {Government Printing Office, 1940),p.l39.
.-
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TABLE IX
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THE STUDY GROUP IS AT LOSS
TO KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN ALONE
Responses
Number
Boys
Per Cent
Girls
Number Per Cent
Total
Per Cent
Very often 6 12 1 2 7
Seldom 23 46 26 52 49
Hardly ever 11 22 16 32 27
Never 10 20 7 14 17
Perhaps it does not seem significant to identify the
ninth grade youth who are "very often" puzzled to know what
to do with themselves when they are aLone, by the compara-
tively small percentage of seven. It would seem that the
six boys and one girl might have been adolescents who, for
various reasons, were types who would always feel at loss.
When it was seen that only ten boys and seven girls expressed
complete control of solitary leisure time, then the picture
changed. Eighty per cent of the boys and 86 per cent of the
girls registered their answers under the headings of "Very
of ten" , "Seldom"
,
and Hardly ever . For this large group.
.• :
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the use of free time by oneself was identified as a problem
in varying degrees
.
Number of responses made by each individual . When
asked to list their solitary leisure time activities, the
response was unanimous. It was gratifying to find that no
one person in the group was at such a great loss to occupy
himself that he was completely bewildered. The number of
activities listed by each individual was worthy of note.
TABLE X
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER
ACTIVITIES AS SHOWN
OF SOLITARY LEISURE
BY EACH INDIVIDUAL
TIME
Boys Girls Total
Number of Number of Number of Number of
activi tie s cases cases cases
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 1 1
4 3 2 5
5 5 8 13
6 5 12 17
7 6 10 16
8 10 7 17
9 11 5 16
10 7 3 10
11 2 2
12 1 1
13 1 1 2
*
o
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An average of seven activities was written by each
boy and girl. One per cent of the group listed from zero to
three items, 35 per cent from four to six items, 59 per cent
from seven to ten items, and 5 per cent from 11 to 13 items.
One boy and one girl shared the honor of submitting 13 items,
constituting the longest list in the survey.
The above percentages were later compared with those
found following Table XXIII, which was based upon family
leisure time activities. As far as number of items is con-
cerned, the individual had more to offer under solitary
activities than under the heading of family activities.
Fifty-nine per cent of the group listed between seven and ten
items under time spent alone as compared with 17 per cent
under time spent with the family.
It might be felt that the boys, by virtue of their
seemingly extensive list, were, on the whole, satisfactorily
occupied. In looking ahead to the Table XVI in the following
chapter, it rray be seen that 80 per cent of the boys expressed
a desire to discover more ways of using their spare time .
Only 12 per cent seemed satisfied with their present utili-
zation. Table XVII shows that the boys were more ready to
list things that they would like to do than were the girls.
Therefore, in spite of the number of activities listed, all
boys are not satisfied with their present ways of spending
free time.
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Classification of activities . The problem of
solitary leisure time is not merely one of knowing a few
things to do for recreation and fun. It is also one of
having a variety of interests which may he alerted to
action to fit whatever circumstances are at hand.
In order to show the general types of leisure time
activities the following classifications were considered:
Pas si ve : To include all activities of a seden-
tary, visual, or auditory nature.
Active : To include all activities vihich required
physical exercise.
Domestic : To include all activities associated
with eating, sleeping, and care of person and
home environment
.
Arts, Crafts
,
Hobbies
,
Repair : To include all
activities of a creative, expressive, collective
nature, and those which required dexterity.

TABLE XI
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASSIFIED SOLITARY ACTIVITIES
AS SHOWN BY THE STUDY GROUP
Types of
activities
Boys
Number
of items
C-irls
Number
of items
Total
Number
of items
Passi ve 20 15 35
Active 28 12 40
Domestic 8 10 18
Arts , crafts , hobbies, repair 21 15 36
Total number 77 52 129
In tabulating the various activities listed by the
group, it was found that the boys bad 25 more items on their
lists, when combined, than did the girls . There were more
than twice as many items under the heading of "active"
activities given by the boys than by the girls. It will be
seen later in this study that the boys, in listing the
activities they engaged in with family members, again had
a longer list of "active" activities than did the girls .
The girls
,
in reporting solitary leisure time
activities, showed their feminine qualities. Their list
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included, for the most part, passive activities and those
classified under "arts, crafts, hobbies, and repair". They
seemed much more ready to engage in less active things than
did the boys. In suggesting activities, however, in which
they would like to participate, 28 girls, out of a group of
39, claimed an interest in sports. Perhaps it might be said
that the girls were not as resourceful in physically acti-
vating themselves during the time spent alone.
Solitary leisure time activitie s of boys . Fleege, in
his study of the adolescent boy, says:
With the problem of leisure becoming more and more
of a challenge to parents and educators alike, it
seems appropriate in a study of the problems of the
adolescent to examine some of the boy’s more import-
ant leisure-time activities, especially those which
he can engage in by himself when and usually where
he pleases. What a boy does during his leisure
time is often the best key to his character and a good
indication of how well he has learned to occupy him-
self wholesomely during his unoccupied moments. It
is likewise an indication of how well he is being
trained to exercise his own resourcefulness and how
well he will be able to utilize the leisure time that
will come to him in increasirg abundance with the
years as the processes of production are speeded up
still further by laborsaving devices . The boy who
does not know what to do with his leisure time in
his teens is at a disadvantage, for not only does he
readily become bored with life and a victim of brood-
ing, but may prove a source of danger to himself.
Having time on his hands, he experiences the truth of

the old saw that an idle brain is the devil's
workshop . -
With Fleege’s points in mind, it seemed timely to
inspect the activities submitted by fifty boys as repre-
senting ways in which they have spent their solitary leisure
time .
TABLE XII
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF THE BOYS
AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION
Activities Frequency of Total Per cent
participation number of cases
of cases
F-* 0* R*
Passive
Reading 11 21 12 44 88
Listening to radio 26 8 1 35 70
Playing cards 3 14 4 21 42
Attending movies 1 10 3 14 28
Napping 2 3 7 12 24
Listening to records 5 2 7 14
Telephoning 3 2 1 6 12
Attending sports events 1 2 1 5 10
Writing letters 1 3 4 8
Playing board games 1 3 4 8
1 Urban H. Fleege, Self -Revelation of the
Adolescent Boy
,
(Milwaukee : The Bruce Publishing Comoany,
19 4 5 >, p.221 .
.p
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TABLE XII (Continued)
\
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF THE BOYS
AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION
Activities Frequency of Total Per cent
participation number of cases
of cases
F-* 0-* RJ*
Passive
Doing puzzles
Sitting and thinking 1
Doing homework 1
Doing scout badge work
Smoking
Counting different
makes of cars
Hanging around the
store 1
Going to an adult
club
Talking to self
Looking at family
album
Active
Shooting baskets with
basketball 7
Swimming 6
Riding bicycle 3
Skating 6
Skiing 4
Playing with pet 4
Shooting 3
Going walking 2
Sailing 2
Flying model planes 2
12 3
2 3
1
1 1
i i
i i
i
i i
i i
i i
5 3 15
4 10
4 3 10
2 8
3 18
2 6
2 16
3 5
2 4
2 4
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
30
20
20
16
16
12
12
10
8
8
C‘10- '
TABLE XII (continued)
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF THE BOYS
AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION
Activities Frequency of Total Per cent
participation number of cases
of cases
F** 0-:<- R-*
Active
Fishing 2
Playing pool 2
Coasting 1
Playing pinball
machine 1
Going to buy a
cold drink
Rowing 2
Hitting a punching bag
Playing darts
Playing ball against
the house
Bowling 1
Checking over camp
equipment
Playing with hockey
puck
Hunting
Playing golf
Riding horseback 1
Doing acrobatics
Using handgrip and mus-
cle building machine 1
Working as a stock boy 1
Domestic
Eating (snacking)
Cooking
Cleaning
Taking care of
children
13
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4 1 18 36
4 15 10
1 5 10
1 2
4
1
C. 2 '
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TABLE XII (continued)
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OP TEE BOYS
AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION
Activities Frequency of Total Per cent
participation number of cases
of cases
F-* O'* R-*
Domestic
Shopping
Working around yard
Feeding animals 1
Browsing around the
house
Arts
,
Crafts
,
Hobbies
,
Repair
Drawing 4
Collecting stamps,
coins 4
Building models 6
Woodworking 2
Playing musical
instrument 7
Working on motors 2
Repairing household
articles 2
Repairing bicycle 2
Drawing plans 2
Painting
Carving
Making up words to
songs
Mak ing candle s
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
8 1 13
7 11
4 10
5 3 10119
2 15
12 5
2 4
2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
2
2
2
2
26
22
20
20
18
10
10
8
4
2
2
2
2
.
TABLE XII (continued)
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES CF THE BOYS
AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION
Activit ie s Frequency of
participation
F*> 0-* R-*
Total
number
of cases
Per cent
of cases
Arts , Crafts , Hobbies , Repair
Tying flies--making
fish nets 1 1 2
Weaving wi th beads
Making things out of
1 1 2
gimp
Printing and develop-
1 1 2
ing pictures
Playing with electric
1 1 2
trains 1 1 2
Writing comic strips 1
Fooling around with
1 2
midget racer 1
Play with chemistry
1 2
set 1 1 2
-&F-Frequently O-Often R-Rarely
Relative standing of certain activities of the boys .
Reading. "Reading" was listed as an "all alone" Acti-
vity by 88 per cent cf the boys. During personal interviews
it was learned that the material read varied with regard to
amount and kind of newspapers, magazines, fiction, non-ficti on,

comic books, etc. Only six boys did not indicate this
activity on their lists. It does not seem necessary to
expound on the relative values of reading. The untold
amount of pleasure which may be derived from it makes it
worthy cf first place on a list of individually enjoyed
leisure time experiences.
Listening to radio. "Listening to the radio" was next
in popularity with 70 per cent of the boys having wri t ten
this on their lists. This activity surpassed all others in
how often it was done. Many of the group claimed that they
had a radio in their own room and when there was nothing
else to do, they retired there and listened to the programs
they liked. No poll was taken on their favorite choices of
programs. Some of the boys, however, mentioned that they
received listening pleasure from mystery plays, detective
stories, programs featuring comedians, broadcasts of sports
events and quiz programs .
Playing cards. Playing various games of solitaire
registered third on the' list of activities with 42 per cent
according to the total number of boys participating. This
was listed most often as an activity done "occasionally".
Games of solitaire have their merits. They require of an
individual, alertness, perseverance, and honesty.
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Eating. Thirty-six per cent of the boys indicated
that they warded off boredom by '’eating' 1 . This was done in
addition to their regular meals . "Raiding the refrigerator*
was one popular way that this activity was expressed. This
was shown as"frequently" enjoyed by more boys than reading
was .
Practising shots wi th b asketball . Thirty per cent of
the group found some recreational value in "practising shots
with a basketball." For equipment all that was needed was a
telephone pole, a small barrel hoop, and a basketball.
Added skill could be developed while the boy awaited the
gathering cf his "gang".
Attending movies. In sixth place is found "attending
movies", with 28 per cent having included it on their lists.
Only one boy Indicated that he went frequently to the movies
alone. At the two theatres which served this section of the
city, the usual experience was to find youth in small groups
enjoying the films.
Drawing. Twenty-six per cent of the boys claimed
that the?- liked to draw during their lonesome hours. Their
work included such things as sketches cf people, houses,
airplanes, streamline cars, landscapes, animals, etc. Some
of the boys have invested money in special art materials but
Boston Unrver*ty
School of Education
Ufrsry -
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the majority of them just made use cf an ordinary pencil
and odds and ends of paper.
Napping. To avoid the state of being bored, 24 per
cent of the boys wrote that they enjoyed "napping" . Seven
of the 12 boys listing this, however, indicated that they
i
did this only rarely. It would seem, therefore, that this
was something that had been done only as a last resort.
Access to the ocean, the rolling hills of two local
golf clubs, and a local pond made swimming, skiing and
skating appear on the list of activities. These were enjoyed,
no doubt, to a greater extent in groups rather than by the
individual himself.
Art, craft, hobby, repair activities. Under the
heading of "Arts, Grafts, Hobbies, Repair", enjoyment was
registered in "drawing", "colie ctirg stamps and coins",
"wood working", "building models" and "playing musical in-
struments", to mention themore outstanding activities. Of
these activities the one most frequently participated in was
"playing musical instruments". Compulsory practice time was
not considered here. Only those boys who played for their
own pleasure were counted.
The hobbies of collecting stamps and coins are
apparently here to stay. Through the years these items have
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held the attention of youth and adults alike. Bottle caps
and match covers may come and go
,
hut stamps and coins seem
to remain steadfast.
Activities of interest to individual boys. Some of
the activities reported by individual boys deserve comment.
The best way to call attention to them is to list the remarks
made by the individuals concerned.
Ted Williams and I have the same hobby. We tie flies.
There's money in it tool
It's fun to write comic strips. I make up my own plot,
draw the pictures, and then write the script.
When I have nothing else to do, I like to feed the
horses down at White Brothers.
I like to think I’m developing my handgrip and muscles
by using a body building machine which belongs to Dad.
I get my exercise working as a stock boy. It’s fun.
I hang around the corner store until someone comes
along I know
.
I enjoy going to the bowling alleys.
I go to my uncle’s and ride his horse.
It's fun to fool around vi th my midget racing car.
Right now I'm working on it in the cellar.
Solitary le isure tL me activi tie s of gir 1
s
. The acti-
vities which the girls gave to indicate ways in which they
spent the solitary leisure time, presented a slightly dif-
ferent picture.

TABLE XIII
SOLITARY LEISURE TI ME ACTIVITIES AND FREQUENCY
OF PARTICIPATION SHOWN BY THE 50 GIRLS
Activi ties Frequency of Total Per cent
participation number of cases
of cases
F*«* 0* R*»-
Passive
Reading 24
Li staling to radio 30
Playing cards 1
Telephoning 4
’Writing letters 3
Attending movies
Listoiing to records 1
Sitting and thinking 3
Doing puzzles
Doing homework 2
Scribbling on paper
Typing 1
Sitting on front
porch
Sitting and looking
out the wi naow
Sleeping
Active
Riding a bicycle 4
Going walking 1
Playing with pet 1
Ice skating 3
Roller skating 1
' Swimming 2
Twirling a baton 3
Practising cheer-
leading 2
13 9
6 1
8 5
5 1
6
7 1
4
1
1 1
2
1
1
1
2 2
3 2
4
2
1 3
2
46
37
14
10
9
8
5
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
8
6
5
5
5
4
3
2
92
74
28
20
18
16
10
8
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
16
12
10
10
10
8
6
4

TABLE XIII (continued)
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES AND FREQUENCY
OF PARTICIPATION SHOWN BY THE 50 GIRLS
Activitie s Frequency of Total Per cent
participation number of cases
of cases
F* 0** R-*
Active
Playing with ball
against h ouse
Playing jacks
Dancing 1
Using bob-sled
Domestic
1
1
1
Cooking 8
Cleaning 7
Eating 7
Taking care of
children 3
Cutting the grass
Caring for personal
appearance 1
Shopping 1
Working in garden
Ironing 1
Going over money
matters 1
14
3
2
3
2
1
1
4
Arts, Crafts, Hobbies
Knitting
Sewing
Playing musical
instrument s
Drawing
11 14
14
9 2
4 6
6
5
3
2
1
1
1
1
26
10
9
6
2
2
1
1
1
1
31
19
14
12
2
2
2
2
52
20
18
12
4
4
2
2
2
2
62
38
28
24

TABLE XIII (continued)
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES AND FREQUENCY
OF PARTICIPATION SHOWN BY THE 50 GIRLS
Activitie s Frequency of
participation
F# 0* R-*
Total
number
of cases
Per cent
of cases
Arts, Crafts, Hobbies
Paint ing 7 7 14
Collecting pictures.
stamps 1 4 1 6 12
Singing 4 4 8
Decorating bedroom 2 1 3 6
Crocheting 1 1 1 3 6
Embroidering 2 2 4
Designing clothes 1 1 2
Working with
leather 1 1 2
Weaving 1 1 2
Doing cut paper
designs 1 1 2
Making rugs of
yarn 1 1 2
*«-F-Frequ ently 0- Often R- Rarely
Relative standing of certain a ctivities of the g iris .
Reading. Ninety- two per cent of the group gave reading
as an activity on their lists. Twenty -four girls stated that
they frequently enjoyed reading during their spare time.
..
.
.
During the personal interviews they said that they liked
hooks of fiction, nev/spapers, comic magazines, magazines
for teen-agers, magazines devoted to movie stars and radio
stars, etc. They did not show the interest in mystery and
detective stories that the boys had.
Listening to radio. The second most popular item on
the list was "listening to the radio". Thirty-seven, out of
a group of 50 girls, placed this among their ways of spending
what otherwise might have been lonely hours. Thirty girls
claimed that they lis tened" freque ntly " . This number was only
four greater than the number of boys who listed frequently.
Many of the feminine group expressed a preference for programs
devoted to plays, dance bands, record recordings, comedians,
quizzes etc. It was evident that more than one radio was put
into operation within a given household.
Knitting. "Knitting "was the chosen pastime of 62 per
cent of ihe group. One explanation which might account for
this was that most of the girls learned to knit as part of a
practical arts course elected by ninth grade girls in the
school. Had this study been based on eighth grade classes,
this probably would not have received as great attention.
The girls spoke with pride about the articles they had made.
The school and the teacher concerned may be well-satisfied
with the resulting interest in this type of handwork.

Cooking. More than half of the group, 52 per cent to
be exact, spent some of their time cooking. These responses
did not include the getting of meals when circumstances
warranted it. Their culinary arts,when put to use, resulted
mostly in cookies, candies, and cakes.
Sewing. Thirty-eight per cent of the girls found
sewing a rreans of relaxation. The seventh grade course in
practical arts places its emphasis upon sewing and a small
amount of time is devoted to it again in grade nine. It
must be noted that no girl showed that she sewed "frequently”
as compared with 11 girls who engaged in knitting that often.
Playing musical instruments. "Playing musical instru-
ments" won the attention of 2 8 per cent of the group. Nine
of the 14 girls ?h o showed that they had found enjoyment in
music, cHaimed that it was done "frequently". The piano was
the instrument most commonly mentioned.
Playing cards. Games of solitaire apparently did not
fascinate the girls as much as they did the boys. In each
case "playing cards" was indicated as an activity done
"occasionally" or "rarely"by most of the boys and girls who
included i t
.
Drawing. Girls found pleasure in drawing. This was
made evident by having found this item on the lists cf almost
25 per cent of the girls. Their efforts along this line
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included such subjects as fashion models, teen-agers^ and
landscapes. They did not show an interest in sketching cars,
planes or houses.
Activities of interest to individual girls. On the
list may be seen various activities which were offered as
ones frequently engaged in by individual girls. These were:
"typing", "dancing", "ironing", "shopping", "going over money
matters", "designing clothes", "weaving" and "making rugs of
yarn" . Because only eight items appeared on this particular
list, it was concluded that most of the girls showed common
interest in their solitary leisure time activities.
Activitie s most frequently engaged in by boys and girls
For the purpose of summarization, the two lists were inspected
and the items which were "frequently" and "occasionally"
engaged in were considered. These were purported to represent
the items in wh ich the respective groups showed greatest in-
terest. The top 12 activities from the boys’ list and the
girls’ list were selected.

TABLE XIV
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN MOST
OFTEN AS SHOWN BY THE STUDY GROUP
Activities Boys Activities Girls
Number Per cent Number Per cent
of of of of
cases cases cases cases
Listening to 34 68 Reading 37 74
radio Listening to
Reading 32 64 radio 36 72
Playing cards 17 34 Knitting 25 50
Eating 17 34 Cooking 22 44
Drawing 12 24 Sewing 14 28
Shooting baskets 12 24 Playing Musi-
Collecting cal instrument 11 22
stamps
,
etc . 11 22 Drawing 10 20
Attending movies • 11 22 Cleaning 10 20
Swimming 10 20 Playing cards 9 18
Building models 10 20 Writing
Playing musical letters 9 18
instrument s 8 16 Telephoning 9 18
Skating 8 16 Eating 9 18
By inspection it was noticed that the boys’ list was
made up of four "passive" activities, four under the heading
of "arts , crafts , hobbies
,
repair", three classified as
"active" and one which was considered "domestic". The girls,
on the other hand, were represented by five "passive"
activities, four found under the heading of "arts , crafts
,
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hobbies , repair " and three classified as "domestic". There
was very close relationship shown between "passive" acti-
vities and the "arts, crafts, hobbies, repair " .
Most outstanding activities common to b oys and girls .
Finally, the writer was curious as to which activities found
on the lists of the 12 most outstanding ones were common, to
both boys and girls.
TABLE XV
SOLITARY LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES COMMON TO BOYS AND
01RIB WHICH WERE ENGAGED IN MOST OFTEN
Activities Boys Girls
Number
of
cases
Per cent
of
cases
Number
of
cases
Per cent
of
cases
Total
per cent
of cases
Listening to radio 34 68 36 72 70
Reading 32 64 37 74 69
Playing cards 17 34 9 18 26
Eating 17 34 9 18 26
Drawing 12 24 10 20 22
Playing musical
instrument s 8 16 11 22 19
.IzoJlzsji
62
The two activities which surmounted all the others
were "listening to the radio" and "reading" . These two
items are the exact same ones that Buonanno-1- found at the
top of his list of ways in which ninth grade boys and girls
spent their leisure time. Auditory and visual enjoyment
seemed to surpass all other forms of leisure time activities.
Much lower down on the percentage scale was found
"playing cards" and "eating". These activities showed
exactly the same number of boy and girl participants, 17 boys
and nine girls, in each instance.
Common interest was shown in "drawing" and "playing
musical instruments". Both of these are activities which
the school could nurture.
It is difficult to generalize about young people.
Between the ones who seem most mature and the ones who are
seemingly childish, lies the greatest group. Here each in-
dividual seems to differ in talents, interests, character and
stage of growth and development. Solitary leisure time is a
very personal matter. The activities which the individual
chooses must fit his particular needs and provide him with
the maximum of benefits. Hours of loneliness and depression
1 Bernard Buonanno, "A Survey of the Leisure Time
Activities of the Pupils in the Samuel Willard Bridgham Junior
High School, Providence, Rhode Island," (unpublished Master’s
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1945), pp .84-85
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may be safeguarded against by having on hand the combatant
forces of wholesome leisure time activities.

CHAPTER V
ACTIVITIES IN WHICH BOYS AND GIRIS EXPRESSED THE DESIRE
TO ENGAGE AND REASONS FOR NOT HAVING DONE SO
Need for recreation . Everywhere today boys and girls
are faced wi th the problem of what to do with their spare
time. Ten months of the year they go to school and that in
itself takes up only a comparatively few hours a day. They
do not always find that a home run by adults is a helpful
refuge. They have a limited amount of money to spend and so
"What to do?" becomes an extremely real problem.
Before the advent of automobiles, radios, and movies,
city youth found places to play and enjoyed hours of outdoor
fun. Family picnics and trips to the beach and country were
special events. Now city youth are found reading, listening
to the radio and going to the movies. Adolescents are now
living in a world of television and atomic energy. Their
leisure time occupations are quite different from the
leisure time activities of their parents when they were young.
The change is probably inevitable
.
It would seem obvious that boys and girls would
rather do something than nothing. They want to have direction
and the means of doing something for themselves. Educators,
therefore, are faced with the challenge of helping youth to
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help themselves in solving the problem of leisure time.
Expressed desire for new ways of spending le isur
e
time . Nearly all youth need more opportunities for certain
types of leisure activities. Boys and girls show that they,
themselves, are aware of this need. Of all the ages cf life,
youth is the time when energy and interest are most apparent.
The question was asked in this study, "Would you like to
discover more ways of using your free time more interestingly
and profitably?" The following table shows how receptive
the group was to the idea of discovering more activities.
TABLE XVI
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDY GROUP WHO EXPRESSED
DESIRE TO PARTICIPATE IN MORE ACTIVITIES
Responses Boys Girls Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Per cent
of of of of of
cases cases cases cases cases
Yes 40 80 44 88 84
No 10 20 6 12 16

Eighty-four per cent of boys and girls expressed an
interest in discovering new ways of solving the "What to do
problem. This interest is a recognition of the unmet recrea
tional needs of youth. If they knew what to do and were
able to do these things, their thirst for more ways of
spending leisure time would be partially quenched.
It is symptomatic, however, for this age youth to
want more and different activities in his daily life. He
has not yet learned to balance his "diet" of leisure acti-
vities. Instead he i s apt to "devour greedily" one or two
leisure experiences until he becomes "fed up" with them and
is ready to taste a new "food for play".
The ten boys and six girls who showed no interest in
more ways to spend their spare time, do not necessarily
represent youth with wholesome and well-balanced leisure
programs. They may be, instead, boys and girls who are
content to remain quiescent or self-satisfied with their
present expenditure of leisure hours
.
Activitie s desi red by boys and girls . Not every boy
or girl knows what he or she would like to do if the oppor-
tunities presented themselves
. In tabulating the answers
to the question, "in what kinds of activities would you
like to engage?", it was found that six boys and 11 girls

had no suggestions to make. Eighty-three per cent of' the
group, however, listed the activities shown in the tables
which follow
.
TABLE XVII
DISTRIBUTION OF DESIRED ACTIVITIES
AS SHOWN BY 44 BOYS
Activities Number Activities Number
of cases of cases
Participating in sports 29
Engaging in outside work 10
Belonging to clubs 7
Taking overnight hikes 4
Driving a car 3
Travelling 3
Dancing 3
Building model planes 2
Motorcycling 2
Playing musical instrument 1
Going out with a girl 1
Playing chess 1
Photography 1
Motor Boating 1
Operating Machinery in
cellar 1
Getting together at boys’
and girls' houses 1
Painting furniture 1
Cooking 1
Singing 1
Making things 1
Making things to sell 1
Taking short trips
with family 1
Designing houses 1
Woodworking 1
Working with sheet-
metal 1
Flying 1
Learning card games 1
Playing in orchestra 1
Going to amusement
parks 1
Hunting 1
Taking daytime hikes 1
-' O
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TABLE XVIII
DISTRIBUTION OP DESIRED ACTIVITIES AS SHOWN BY 39 GIRIB
Activities Number Activities
of cases
Number
of case;
Participating in sports 28 Astronomy 1
Belonging to clubs 9 Playing pool 1
Sewing, knitting, handwork 4 Dramatics 1
Dancing 2 Going visiting 1
Taking trips in town 2 Travelling 1
Playing the piano 2 Developing a hobby 1
Having friends in 2 Woodworking 1
Working 2 Taking hostel bicycle
Photography 1 trips 1
Cultivate something 1
Relat ive standing of activi ties desired by boys and
girls .
Sports. It is not strange that the greatest amount
of interest was shown by both boys and girls in sports.
There is no kind of leisure time activity that is in less
need of justification than sports and other outdoor recre-
ation. As a nation of sport lovers, we are well aware of
its benefits . It is easy for adults, however, to take a
spectator’s interest in a sport rather than participate in
it. Physical activities carry with them a distinct social
and intellectual value.
.
t69
Outside work experience. The second most popular
choice on the boys’ lists was that of outside work experience.
Boys this age begin to show interest in earning their own
spending money. It is, perhaps, for this reason and not
because of the occupational knowledge and experience to be
derived, that 20 per cent of tbe boys chose to list this
activity. Only two girls consid ered this item worthy of note.
Perhaps the financial obligations of girls are not so numer-
ous as the boys '
,
and their allowances are sufficient for
their needs. This further substantiates the statement that
the boys are interested in spending their free time at work
for the monetary compensation received.
Clubs. The third item to receive recognition from
both boys and girls was clubs. Sixteen per cent of the group
chose this for their list. This study did not call for an
indication of the types of clubs. Had this been done, the
results might have been somewhat similar to those found in
Buonanno’s^ study. The ninth grade boys and girls in his
study showed their greatest interest in the following clubs,
listed in order of frequency: Dancing, athletics, hobby,
reading, singing, and crafts. All of these Items appeared
1 Bernard Buonanno, "A Survey of the Leisure Time
Activities of the Pupils in the Samuel Willard Bridgham Junior
High School, Providence, Rhode Island," (unpublished Master’s
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1945), pp.84-85.
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on the lists of this present study with the exception of
reading and so, therefore, would appear to be typical in-
terests of this age youth. Buonanno ' s study shows a list of
types of clubs that his ninth grade subjects would recommend
for the neighborhood. These, in order of frequency, are:
dancing, hobby, sports, social and bicycle riding. All of
these items appeared on lists in this study, showing, once
again, typical interests.
Number and clas sification of activit ies . Had a check
list of activities vhich might interest this age youth been
used, the responses in this area probably would have been
greater. As it was, the boys listed 31 activities, whereas
the girls listed 18. It might be claimed here, and
rightfully so, that boys are more restless than girls and
therefore require more and varied interests. The items on the
boys’ lists are more of an active and physical nature ,whereas
the girls’ activities tend to be classified as social
recreation.
It may be noted that the leisure experiences desired
by the boys and girls could be classified under the four kinds
of recreational opportunities that nearly all youth should
have in greater degrees, as suggested by Wrenn and Harley.

These are: "(1) Opportunities to participate in games,
sports, and other outdoor activities, (2) Opportunities for
creative experiences, (3) Opportunities for fuller social
p
life, (4) Opportunities for recreation at home. 1 '"'
Many of the activities listed might well come directly
under the supervision and direction of the schools. Although
the schools already provide some opportunities within its
curricula for these experiences, they are not able to carry
the full responsibility themselves. There is a decided need
for the cortbined efforts of the school, community, and home,
in meeting youth’s desires and needs.
Reasons for not participating . After listing the
experiences they would like to have, members of the group
were asked to give reasons why these were not already included
in their activities. Tables XIX and XX show reasons why the
boys and girls did not participate in the activities vhich
they listed.
2 Gilbert C. Wrenn and D. L. Harley, Time on Their
Hands, (Washington, D . C.: American Council on Education,
19311, p.5 .
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TABLE XIX
REASONS FOR NOT PARTICIPATING IN DESIRED
ACTIVITIES AS SHOWN BY THE BOYS
Reasons Number
of cases
Reasons Number
of cases
Not enough time 19 No opportunity to
Don ' t know how 15 participate 3
Lack of equipment 13 No one to teach me 1
Expense 9 Can’t find the energy 1
Can’t find, people with Too late to join the
similar interests 9 club 1
Not old enough 5 Amusement Park closed 1
Parents don’t approve 4 No hunting license 1
No place to go 3 Work after school 1
Mother and father
aren’t able to go 1
TABLE XX
REASONS FOR NOT PARTICIPATING IN DESIRED
ACTIVITIES AS SHOWN BY THE GIRIS
Reasons Number Reasons
of cases
Number
of cas
Can't find people with Expense 8
similar interests 15 Not old enough 2
Lack of equipment 13 Mother objects 1
Don’t know how 11 Don’t get the chance 1
Not enough time 8

Fourteen girls and seven boys did not respond to this
item. Once again it is interesting to note that twice as
many girls as boys could not isolate in their thinking
reasons that might be significant to help understand their
non-participation in certain activities.
Relative standing of reasons .
Not enough time. Of the 79 per cent who did give
reasons for not engaging in the activities now, 35 per cent
gave "not enough time" as an excuse. It would seem that time
is a problem of youth as well as of adults. Or perhaps, lack
of time is a convenient excuse used in explanation by boys and
girls as well as by grown-ups. How often people say that they
would like to do a certain thing if only they had the time.
How true it is, on the other hand, that people find time to
do the things they want to do. And so goes the vicious
circle .
Lack of equipment and don’t know how. Two reasons
tied for second place on the lists, wi th 34 per cent of the
group who responded to the question, suggesting them. These
reasons, common to both boys and girls were: "lack of
equipment" and "don’t know how". The former reason was indi-
cated an equal number of times by both boys and girls. The
latter reason was indicated slightly more frequently by the
boys than by the girls.
..
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Referring back to the lists of desired, activities, it
is clear to see why these reasons might be given. Certain
sports require definite equipment which vrould mean an expense
to the individual or his parents. Some scorts which
obviously fall under this category are: golf, tennis, skiing,
bicycling, etc. A hobby, too, very often requires expensive
eqiipment, as in the case of photography.
To enjoy an experience thoroughly one must know how
it should be done. Place a beginner on a pair of skiis at
the top of the hill and tell him to go down and there are
bound to be unhappy moments ahead. The rldon’t know how"
reason is one that could be eliminated through the co-
operation and services of people in the schools, homes and
the community .
Can’t find people with similar interests. The problem
of finding people with similar interests would not be one if
it could be properly handled. No activity on the list is so
unusual that another interested youth could not be found
with the same interest. There should, therefore, be a place
or an opportunity for this age youth to become better ac-
quainted with their peers . Through these associations there
might result a sharing of mutual likes and activities. Once
this contact is made and the mutual interest is strong enough,
there results a wholesome, important bond between the two or
'•
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more concerned. Thirty per cent of the group who responded
to this question felt that they need the companionship of
others in order to participate in their desired experiences.
Expense. "Expense "appeared as the fifth most signi-
ficant reason for non-participation. Nine hoys and eight
girls, or 22 per cent of the responding group, felt the
weight of limited funds . Had the survey been made during
the "over-time pay" years in Quincy, the response probably
would have been less. Times have changed in city life.
Weekly family incomes and the cost of living have changed,
too. Since recreation has become a business proposition,
many types of it require money beyond that accessible to
most youth. It is seen, sometimes, that a youth’s activities
might center only on the one or two within his pri ce range
and therefore he is not able to enjoy a balanced recreational
program
.
Parental objection and lack of opportunity. "Parental
objection and lack of opportunity"to participate appear on
the list too. It is rather interesting to note that only
6 per cent of the group who listed reasons felt that they
could use their parents’ lack of approval as an excuse. The
writer expected greater weight on this item, although a
later table will bear out the above reaction.

Age. "Not old enough" is a somewhat typical reason
for adolescents to give. Five hoys and two girls were
apparently counting the years until they reach the glorified
state of being grown up.
Own opinion as to the am ount of activities . Ninth
grade adolescents apparently do not, as a group, feel the
pressure and anxiety of an overcrowded program of activities.
The following table shows the opinions of the group in re-
spect to the amount of activities engaged in.
TABLE XXI
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDY GROUP WHO EXPRESSED
THEIR OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER THEY FELT THEY HAD TOO
MANY ACTIVITIES
Responses Boys Girls
Number
of cases
Per cent
of cases
Number
of cases
Per cent
of cases
Total
Per cent
of cases
Yes 5 10 2 4 7
No 51 62 41 82 72
Not sure 14 28 7 14 21

More boys than girls felt pressed for time. Only
five boys indicated this in response to the question,
however, as compared with 19 boys who previously gave "hot
enough time" as a reason for not engaging in some of their
desired activities . The girls responded in a similar
manner with two indications of feeling the pressure of too
many activities as compared with 8 who listed "not enough
time" previously. It would seem that "not enough time"
might be caused by having too many activities but the re-
sponses here did not bear this out.
Seventy- two per cent expressed the opinion that they
did not have too many activities. This would seem to indicate,
therefore, that they either were well- supplied with acti-
vities or they did not have enough. As 84 per cent of the
study group previously expressed the desire to participate
in additional activities, this is a further indication that
a readiness for an enriched leisure time program exists
.
The element of doubt or indecision which appears
spasmodically in adolescents was shown by 14 boys and 7 girls .
These boys and girls were not certain just how they felt
about the amount of activities . Also the number of acti-
vities in which each individual engages does not remain fixed.
A youth can think of times when he was very busy and also of
days when things were very dull
.
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Parents opinion as to the amount of activities . As a
companion table to Table XXI, the following one shows how the
boys and girls thought their parents felt about the way they
spent leisure time.
TABLE XXII
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDY GROUP WHO EXPRESSED
THEIR OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER THEIR PARENTS
THOUGHT THEY HAD TOO MANY ACTIVITIES
Responses Boys Girls
Number
of cases
Per
of
cent
cases
Number
of cases
Per
of
cent
ca.ses
Total
per cent
of cases
Yes 9 18 5 10 14
No 31 62 34 68 65
Don ' t know 10 20 11 22 21
Parental objections. Fourteen per cent of the total
group indicated probable experience with parental objection
to their program of activities. During the interviews such
comments as these were made:
. .
They think I race around, too much,
I should spend more time at home studying.
They complain because I’m never at home. I just
come in, change my clothes and go out again.
My mother doesn’t like me out so many nights in
a week.
Every time I start something new my mother says,
n 0h, no !l
They think I go out too much at night. They don’t
think I’m old enough, but I still go.
It is interesting to note that each of the two tables
under discussion shows the same percentage of the group who
responded "Not sure" and "Don’t know". Twenty-one per cent
in each case could not signify either "Yes" or "No."
Sixty- two per cent of the boys felt that their parents
approved of the number of things they did in their free time.
Sixty-eight per cent of the girls felt like?;ise. The
majority of the group, therefore, were not faced with present
parental objection. Perhaps they had not yet reached the
period in adolescence when they had a fling at some recre-
ational experiences just for the thrills.
An additional question at this point might have
asked, "Do your oarents approve of the activities in Wnich
you now engage? If not, why not?" It wculd be also inter-
esting to seek the parents’ own opinion as to their
children’s activities.
The problem of "What to do?" was identified as a real
one. The boys and girls showed that they would welcome
:.
.
opportunities to learn new ways of spending their leisure
time more profitably and interestingly. They were able to
name activities in which they would like to participate.
They gave reasons why they did not participate. These
reasons v/ere justified in many instances but in some were
merely typical excuses that go with this age youth. The
majority of the group did not feel over-burdened with
leisure time activities. There were enough cases of
indecision to make the responses typical of the adolescent'
period. Youth does have a problem, is anxious to be helped,
can make some suggestions ,and i s able to identify some of
the handicaps.

CHAPTER VI
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS
The third and final page of the inquiry form dealt
with leisure time experiences enjoyed by the hoys and girls
with members of their own families. An attempt was made to
learn the types of activities, the frequency in which they
were engaged, and the activities in which whole family groups
partic ipat ed
•
Definition of the family . Before undertaking to show
the results of the inquiry, a definition of a family and a
discussion of its complexities was necessary. Nimkoff, an
authority on the subject, says, "The family may be defined
most simply as a relationship of indeterminate duration
existing between parent (s) and offspring."-*- It is a social
institution, a complex organization which exists throughout
the world.
Types of families . Families differ as to the nature
and number of the persons who comprise the family circle.
This study is representative of simple families, where two
1 M. F. Nimkoff, The Family (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1934), p .6
.

generations are present; compound families, where there are
children born of two or more mothers or fathers; and ex-
tended fanilies, where relatives are included in the unit.
Table VIII shows that there were 37 combinations of parents
and offsprings. These are grouped according to leadership;
matriarchal, patriarchal and equali tarian . It can be seen
that the fan ilv is not, therefore, a simple social unit, but
one of extreme complexity.
The 11 typical" family . Nimkoff feels that there is no
such thing as the modern American family. He emphasizes,
instead, the great diversity of families which exist today.
It is difficult to isolate the dominant type of family life.
The "typical" family, however, is being evolved by modern
civilization and is taking on certain characteristics of the
times. Nimkoff describes the "typical" family as: "A simple
group of mother, father, and two children living by themselves
pin a ranted abode in an urban area."'''
Functions of f amilies . Families differ not only in
structure but also in the functional aspects of family life.
In other words, families vary in the number of things they
do together as a group and in the amount of pleasure which
2 Ibid
.
, p .216 .
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they derive from these activities. The highly integrated
family, on one hand, does not engage in the same unit
activities. There may he some common recreational activities
such as playing games, reading to members of the group, or
playing musical instruments. Picnics, family reunion,
birthdays and anniversaries are typical celebration. This
type of family, drawn together by habit or necessity, does
not always represent a happy unit.
A loosely integrated family, on the other hand,, is
made up of independent members. Each member is apt to have
his own friends and interests. It is difficult, therefore,
for this type of fanily to have much social life in common.
A city environmait, with its many diversified interests and
activities, tends to lead families toward this classification.
Family units made up of heterogeneous personalities have
difficulty in engaging in joint activities.
Effec t o f Indu stria 1 Revolut ion on the family . The
first part of die nineteenth century marked the beginning of
the Industrial Revolution in America. Steam power drove the
production of goods out of the home into the factory, thus
breaking up the economic solidarity of the family. There
was a general movement from farms to cities which grew up
around the centers of industry. With this change, the family
*.
c.
experienced, new housing and recreational situations. The
individual b ecame released from his tie to his family and
was free to develop his own tastes and interests.
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Future of the family and its recreation . It is not
possible to predict the future of the modern American family.
It is reasonable to say that continual change is inevitable
and that the family of the future will be somewhat different
than the one of the present . Scientific inventions are
destined to change the pattern of living as they have
already done in the past. Commercialized recreation has be-
come more attractive due to new inventions. Movies have
become colorful and have added sound. Television has
brought an added source of amusement to scores of people.
These inventions, for the most part, tend to take people away
from their homes. On the other hand, radio is an invention
that keeps families at home. The question, from a recreational
point of view, is which way will invention swing families,
away from the home or toward it.
Place of r ecreation in the home . Because of the many
complex factors which mold the modern family, it is difficult
to estimate its position in respect to its leisure time
activity. It has been found that the family still seems to
provide recreational activities for very young children to a
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greater degree than it does for older children and adults.
With the growth of community recreational facilities
and commercialized play facilities, many of the leisure time
activities of the family have moved from the home to these
outside agencies. The family no longer supplies recreation
for all of its members . It has been observed that the
modern family members tend to play separately. When, however,
they do take their recreation together, they tend to go
outside of the home environment for it,
Educati on fo r fam ily living . Family life is a de-
finite kind of experience which brings into focus certain
skills which may be acquired through instruction. Parent
education is striving to set forth instructional aids xki ich
may help to mold more firmly the American families of today
and tomorrow . Many parents are anxious to learn how to
become better parents. Many young people want to prepare
themselves for a happy family life in the future. Liter-
ature on wnolesome family experiences appears frequently in
periodicals . Courses in family living have gained a place
in the pr ogram in many of our educational institutions
today and may serve as a source of valuable reference to the
families of the future.
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Number of reasons made by e ach individual . The boys
and girls were asked to list the activities in which they
engaged with one or more members cf their families in order
to have fun. It was not surprising to find that the number
and type of activities varied. This might be explained by
the diversity of recreation in itself and the complexity of
family groups . The response in this area was practically
unanimous. One girl did not list any activities in this
section and commented, ''Each one has his own friends in my
house. We don't get along too well as a family. 1 ' The number
of activities listed by each individual boy and girl is
worthy of note.
TABLE XXIII
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ENGAGED
IN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS SHOWN BY EACH INDIVIDUAL
Number of
Activ itie s
Boys
Number of
cases
Girls
Number of
cases
Total number
of cases
0 0 1 1
1 0 4 4
2 5 7 10
3 6 7 13
4 9 9 18
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TABLE XXIII (continued)
DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OF LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ENGAGED
IN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS SHOWN BY EACH INDIVIDUAL
Number of Boys Girls
activities Number of Number of Total number
cases cases of cases
£
6
7
8
9
10
15
8
4
3
1
1
8
6
4
2
2
23
14
8
5
3
1
An average of between four and five activities was
listed. Twenty-eight per cent of the group listed from zero
to three items, 55 per cent from four to six items, and 17 per
cent from seven to ten items.
Cla ssif ication of activit ie s . The activities named
on the lists were then classified under the same headings
used for solitary leisure time activities. The following
table was prepared to show the number of activities listed
under their respective headings.
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TABLE XXIV
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASSIFIED LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ENGAGED
IN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS AS SHOT BY THE STUDY GROUP
Type s of
activities
Boys
Number
of i terns
Girls
Number
of items
Total
number
of items
Active 35 24 59
Passive 13 16 29
Domestic 9 6 15
Arts, crafts, hobbies 9 5 14
Total number 66 51 117
It was learned that participation which called forth
some physical exertion received the greatest amount of
recognition by both boys and girls . Fifty-four per cent of
the total number of activities fell under the classification
of "active". As might be expected the boys found more
active pastimes to list than did the girls.
Only 12 per cent of the total recorded activities
were classified as "Arts, Crafts or Hobbies". This leads
one to state that the creative impulses of family groups
were conspicuous in this study by their small showing. This
may be partly explained by the individual interests of
loosely integrated family groups .

Thirteen per cent of the complete list of family
activities were tabulated under the heading of ’'Domestic" .
These activities represent some cf 1116 duties connected
with family living which members of the family enjoy doing
together. The writer expected to find that a greater showing
had been made by girls in this area instead of the almost
similar response by both boys and girls . No doubt other
items would have appeared significant if a suggestive check
list had been used.
The number cf sedentary or passive activities were
recorded as 25 per cent of the total list. It is in this
area that the activities most frequently engaged in were
found, as will be shown in a later table.
Leisure time activiti es of b oys engaged in with
family member s . To repeat, this study aimed to reveal the
specific things boys and girls do with members of their own
families in the way of leisure time activities, the frequency
in which these activities are engaged, and the activities
engaged in by whole family groups. Whole family group acti-
vities were considered as those in which all members of the
family participated together. The above findings are shown
in the following table, based on the responses of the 50
boys in the group.
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TABLE XXV
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF BOYS ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY
MEMBERS, FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION, AND INDICATIONS
OF MOLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activitie s Frequency Total Per cent
of number of
participation of cases
cases
F-«* 0-* R*
Number of
whole
family
group
cases
Passive
Playing cards 5 19 8 32 64 15
Attending the movies 3 14 4 21 42 9
Riding in a car
Attending sports
3 10 13 26 9
even ts 4 7 2 13 26 1
Listening to radio 4 1 5 10
Playing checkers 2 2 4 8
Sitting and talking
Going to model plane
1 1 1 3 6 1
contests 2 2 4 1
Playing chess 1 1 2 4
Playing Monopoly 1 1 2
Doing homework 1 1 2
Listening to records 1 1 2
Taking boat rides 1 1 2 1
Active
Participating in
sports activities 5 10 15 30
Swimming 5 6 2 13 26 3
Going visiting 1 8 2 11 22 8
Fishing 2 4 1 7 14 1
Taking auto trips 1 3 2 6 12 1
Boxing 3 3 6 12
Sailing 1 4 5 10 1
Going on picnics 3 2 5 10 4
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TABLE XXV (continued)
LEISURE T IME ACTIVITIES OF BOYS ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY
MEMBERS, FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION, AND INDICATIONS
OF WHOLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activities Frequency
of
part ic ipa t ion
F* 0*“' R-«-
Total
nurnbe r
of
cases
Per cent
of
cases
Number
of wholq
fami ly
group
cases
Active
Wrestling 3 1 4 8
Working with father
on job 3 1 4 8
Playing pool 4 4 8
Skating 1 1 1 3 6
Fooling and teasing 2 1 3 6
Going hunting 2 1 3 6
Playing ping-pong 3 3 6
Bicycling 1 1 2 4
Going for walks 1 1 2 4
Skiing 1 1 2 4
Dancing 2 2 4
Playing darts 1 1 2 4
Playing golf 1 1 2 4
Practising with rifle 1 1 2
Bov/ling 1 1 2
Flying model planes 1 1 2
Shooting 1 1 2
Playing pinball machine 1 1 2
Flying 1 1 2
Playing t ennis 1 1 2
Camping 1 1 2
Havirg snowball fights 1 1 2
Row! ng 1 1 2
Playing horseshoes 1 1 2
Giving piggy-back rides 1 1 2
Coasting 1 1 2
Attending bonfires , fire-
works , amusement parks,
carnivals 1 1 2 1

TABLE XXV (continued)
LEISURE TIKE ACTIVITIES OF BOYS ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY
MEMBERS, FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION, Alt) INDICATIONS
OF WHOLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activitie s Frequency Total Per cent Number
of number of of whole
participation
F# 0# R*
of
cases
cases family
group
cases
Domestic
Going shopping 1
Going out to eat
Cooking
Cleaning guns 1
Doing odd jobs on
farm
Repairing household
articles 1
Wiping dishes 1
Wa sh. ing the dog
Looking over the
stock market reports 1
Arts
,
Crafts
,
Hobbie
s
Working at machinery
in cellar 1
Playing wi th elec-
tric sport games 1
Puttering a round,
doing repair work
on car 1
Making model planes 1
Working on plans 1
Playing the piano
and singing
Making radio sets
4 1
4
2
1
1
1 2
1 1
2
1
I
1
1
6
4
2
1
4 8
3 6
3 6
2 4
2 4
1 2
1 2
.
TABLE XXV (continued)
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LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF BOYS ENGAGED IN WITH FAM ILY
MEM BERS
,
FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION, AN D INDICATIONS
OF WHOLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activitie s Frequency Total Per cent Number
of number of of who le
participation of cases family
F* 0* R*
cases group
cases
Arts, Craf ts .Hobbie
s
Sending and receiv-
ing messages by
code 1 1 2
Making jig saw puz-
zles 1 1 2
-*F-Frequently 0-0ften R- Rarely
Relative standing of certain activities of the boys .
Playing cards. "Playing cards" was the most popular
pastime of 64 per cent of the boys. During the personal
interviews, forms of Rummy were found to be the games most
frequently played. Some mention was also made of instructions
in bridge playing,wh ich has become a very popular adult
activi ty
.
Attending movies. "Attending the movies" was next
in popularity, being listed by 4 2 per cent of the boys.
r
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mIn a study made of the various play activities of rural and
city families, it was found that going to the movies appeared
to be the most common form of family recreation in urban com-
munities . Because of the cost of admission and the variety
of types of movies, there is probably some range in the
number of times movies are attended and the kinds of movies
enjoyed
.
Participating in sports events. Thirty per cent of the
boys listed the fact that they participated in sports acti-
vities with some members of their families. Under this head-
ing they suggested such a ctivi tie s as: playing catch,
baseball, "touch" football, shooting baskets with a basketball,
etc. These are all activities vh ich are more frequently en-
gaged in by the boys with their peers than with their families.
This activity was the most popular of the three which received
recognition under the heading of "active" activities.
Riding in car, attending sports events, swimming.
Three items received a recorded percentage of 26. Two of
these, “riding in a car" and "attending sports events" fall
under the h eading of "passive" activities. Nine family
groups, wi th all menbers participating, were recorded under
"riding in a car" for pleasure. The third item considered
in this group was the "active" activity of swimming. The
communities covered by this study have easy access to beaches.
. J'J
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Had this study been made during a spell of warm weather,
the number of responses to this item would, no doubt, have,
been considerably greater.
Going visiting. The seventh activity worthy of
special note was that of "going visiting". Twenty- two per
cent of the boys spent some of their leisure time in this
manner . Eight boys indicated that their family as a whole
goes visiting. These responses do not include visits that
were made under compulsion but only those that were volun-
tarily enjoyed by the boys. This activity might have been
associated in some way with "riding in a car" as oftentimes
the latter might have involved the former .
Art, craft, hobby activities. It was somewhat with
alarm that the activities which involve creation and growth
were inspected. Only five such activities were recorded:
"making radio sets", "working on plans", "making jig saw
puzzles", "making model planes" and "working with machinery
in the cellar". Of these five, only three were engaged in
frequently. None of these activities were representative of
entire family groups . The personal satisfaction which comes
with creative expression is of great importance in the total
living of each i rd ivi dual
.
Of the 66 activities listed, 16 of them were engaged
in by "whole family groups". Seven of these forms of
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recreation were passive in nature and seven were active.
The remaining two activities were domestic ones. There
was a noticeable lack of "whole family group" activities.
Nowhere did there appear such activities as story hours or
song fests. Only one boy mentioned piano playing and singing
and he indicated it as an activity rarely enjoyed. This
situation may exist as the result- of die radio becoming
no longer a luxury in the home, but a necessity. "Listening
to the radio ",however
,
did not poll the number of responses
that might be expected. As in the case of movies, the
variety of interests within a family group results in div-
ersified interest in radio programs, making family group
listening a difficult problem.
Leisure t ime activit ies of gi rls
,
engaged in with
family members . The activities iflhich were given by the
girls presented a slightly different picture. The following
table shows the activities as listed by the girls.
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TABLE XXVI
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF GIRLS ENGAGED IN V/ITH FAMILY
MEMBERS, FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION, AND I Nil CATIONS
OF HE OLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activitie s Frequency
of
participa tion
p*»* 0" R'"*
Total
number
of
cases
Per cent
of
cases
Number
of whole
family
group
cases
Passive
Attending movies 7 13 7 27 54 11
Playing cards 6 15 3 24 48 7
Listening to radio 7 3 10 20 7
Riding in a car 4 3 7 14 5
Sitting and talking 5 2 7 14 2
Playing checkers 1 3 4 8
Reading aloud to
someone 3 1 4 8
Attending spor ts
events 1 2 3 6 1
Attending IceCapades 2 2 4 2
Attending plays, re-
citals ,conc erts 2 2 4
Playing dominoes 1 1 2
Attending circus 1 1 2 1
Listening to records 1 1 2 1
Playing games 1 1 2
Doing puzzles 1 1 2 1
Doing homework 1 1 2 1
Active
Going visiting 3 9 2 14 28 8
Swimming 4 4 8 16
Skating 1 4 1 6 12
Playing with children 2 3 6 12 2
Going for walks 23 5 10
. c v.
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TABLE XXVI (continued)
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF GIRLS ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY
MEMBERS, FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATE ON, AND INDICATIONS
OF WHOLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activi ti e s Frequency
of
participation
F# ()•* R'fr
Total
number
of
cases
Per cent
of
cases
Number
of whole
family
group
cases
Active
Playing slug, baseball.
"touch” football 1 3 1 5 10
Going on picnics 4 4 8 3
Sailing 3 1 4 8 1
Bicycling 1 1 2 4
Taking auto trips 1 1 2 4 2
Bov/ling 1 1 2 4 1
Fooling and teasing 2 2 4
Practising with rifle 1 1 2
Skiing 1 1 2
Going on vacations 2 2 4 2
Working with parents 1 1 2
Using bobsled 1 1 2
Boxing 1 1 2
Doing exercises 1 1 2
Coasting 1 1 2
Going to church socialsl 1 2 1
Playing ping-pong 1 1 2 1
Playing tennis 1 1 2 1
Attending amusement
parks 1 1 2 1
Domestic
Cooking 3 2 4 9 18
Going shopping 3 3 6 12
Going out to eat 1 2 3 6 3
Creating hair styles 1 1 2
V4
TABLE XXVI (continued)
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF GIRLS ENGAGED IN WITH FAMILY
MEMBERS, FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION, AND INDICATIONS
OF WHOLE FAMILY GROUP ACTIVITIES
Activi tie s Frequency Total Per cent Number
of number of of whole
participation
F -*** O'"- R*«*
of
cases
cases family
group
cases
Domestic
Working in garden 1
Making house attract-
1 2 1
ive 1 1 2
Arts , Crafts .Hobbies
Playing the victrola
and dancing
Playing the piano
3 3 6 10
and sirging 2 1 1 4 8 2
Knitting 2 2 4 8
Sewing 2 2 4
Painting furniture 1 1 2 1
-*F-Frequently 0- Often R- Rarely
Relative standing of certain activities of the girls .
"Attending movies", "going visiting", "listening to
radio", three of the four most popular activities engaged in
by members of the girls' families, were of a passive type.
The one which 54 per cent of the group of girls listed was

"attending the movies". The second activity most frequently
mentioned was "playing cards", reported by 48 per cent. In
fourth place came "listening to the radio", recorded by ten
girls, or 20 per cent cf the group. Each of these acti-
vities was engaged in to some extent by whole family groups.
The activity which rated third position, by a per cent
of 28, was the "active" activity of "going visiting' . More
than half of the girls who placed this item on their lists
signified that the whole family went visiting together.
The writer expected more activities of a domestic
nature to appear in this area. As it so happened the boys
listed nine activities here, as compared with the six
offered by the girls .
Of the 51 activities listed, 26 of them were engaged
in by whole family groups. Eleven of the 16 items found
under the heading of "passive" activities were given recog-
nition. Eleven cf the 24 "active" items showed "whole
family groups" as participants. Two activities of a
domestic nature and two found under the heading of "Arts,
Craft, Hobbies" completed the situations in which all of
the family joined together for the purpose of enjoyment.
Acti vitie s most frequently engaged in by boys and girls
with family m ambers . It is interesting to note the activities

1 0J
most frequently listed as family leisure time activities on
the combined lists.
TABLE XXVII
ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN MOST OFTEN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS
AS SHOWN BY THE STUDY GROUP
Boys Girls
Activities Number
of
cases
Per cent Activities
of
cases
Number
of
cases
Per cent
of
cases
Playing cards 24 48 Playing cards 21 42
Attending movies 17 34 Attending movies 20 40
Participating in Goirg visiting 12 24
sports activities 15 30 Listening to
Riding in a car 13 26 radio 10 20
Attending a? orts Swimming 8 16
events 11 22 Riding in a car 7 14
Swimming 11 22 Sitting and
Going visiting 9 18 thinking 7 14
In the above table only the items which showed that
they were participated in"frequent ly M and''occasionally M were
considered. From the total list, seven items, which iden-
tified themselves above the others by the number of tabu-
lations they received, were selected. On both lists the
activities were predominately passive, the boys having one
more active experience on their list than did the girls.
Because of the great similarity between these two lists, no
• .
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further comment seems necessary except to stress again
their likeness
.
Most out standing activi ties common to hoy s and girls .
From the seven activities listed in the previous table, the
five in which both boys and girls showed common interests
were selected.
TABLE XXVIII
ACTIVITIES COMMON TO BOYS AND G-IRLS WHICH WERE ENGAGED
IN MOST OFTEN WITH FAMILY MEMBERS
Activi tie s Boys Girls Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Per ce:
of of of of of
cases cases cases cases cases
Playing cards 24 48 21 42 45
Attending movie s 17 34 20 40 37
Going visiting 9 18 12 24 21
Riding in car 13 26 7 14 20
Swi mming 11 22 8 16 19
Four of the five activities shared by boys and girls
with members of their families, were ones which took place
outside of the home . :! Playing cards" was the only one which
was enjoyed within the home itself. This substantiated a
previous statement that there is a tendency for the urban
•liuti j-'i _u.j- .x* i rii tlti J'iO f dC;. iij.
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family to seek recreational enjoyment outside of the home
environment
.
"Attending the movies", which was listed slightly more
often by girls than by boys, was the only purely commercial-
ized leisure time activity of the five. The other four do
not have t o be enjoyed at any set time . Nor do they require
payment of the price of admission as does "going to movies".
Movies, although attended jointly by family members, i s an
individual experience and does not call forth any effort or
expression on the part cf the group attending.
Activi ti es of whole family groups . The inquiry form
asked die individual to indicate, by symbol, the family
members with whom he engaged in leisir e time activities.
Whole family group activities were revealed when the members
so indicated coincided with the family members listed else-
where in the form. The following table shows the activities
which represent the participation of entire family units.

TABLE XXIX
WHOLE FAMILY GROUP LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES
AS S HOW BY THE STUDY GROUP
Activitie s Boys
Humber
of cases
Activiti es Girls
Number
of cases
Playing cards 15 Attending m ovies 11
Attending movies 9 Going visiting 8
Riding in car 9 Playing cards 7
Going v i si ting 8 Listening to radio 7
Going on picnics 4 Riding in car 5
Swi mming 3 Going out to eat 3
Going out in eat 2 Going on picnics 3
Attending sports events 1 Sitting and talking 2
Sitting and t alking 1 Attending IceCapades 2
Fishing 1 Playing with children 2
Taking boat rides 1 Taking auto trips 2
Takirg auto trips 1 Going on vacations 2
Sai li rg 1 Playing piano and
Attending bonfires, fire - singing 2
works, amusement parks, Attend! rg sports events 1
carnivals 1 Attending circus 1
Going shopping 1 Listening to records 1
Going to model plane Doing puzzles 1
contests 1 Doing homework
Sai ling
Bowling
Going to church socia
Playing ping-pong
Playing tennis
Attending amusement
park
Working in garden
1
1
1
Is 1
1
1
1
1
Painting furniture 1
li+Io vr irjof)
Relative standing of whole family group activlt ies .
By inspection it is noted that the girls’ list of whole
family group recreational activities outnumbers the boys',
twenty-six to sixteen. One explanation for this fact might
be that the girls lend themselves more willingly to the
recreational plans of the family. The boys might be more apt
to find association with their "gang" much more to their
liking
.
Two girls professed that their families enjoyed the
disappearing act of having fun around the piano. It is felt
that the radio has crowded the piano out of the modem home .
In scanning the lists it is noticed that about one-
half of the activities were the responses of single indi-
viduals. Of the 16 whole family group activities reported by
the boys, nine were in this group. Of the 26 activities
reported by the girls, 13 were likewise in this group. These
figures tend to show that whole family group activities
common to the individuals of both groups were somewhat limited.
Most out standing family group activiti es . From the
activities listed in the previous table, the five most
popular ones were selected and are found in the table
which follows
.
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TABLE XXX
MOST POPULAR WHOLE FAMILY GROUP LEISURE TIME
ACTIVITIES AS INDICATED BY STUDY GROUP
Activities Boys Girls Total
Number Number per cent
of cases of cases of cases
Playing cards 15 7 22
Attending movies 9 11 20
Goipg visiting 8 8 16
xRiding in car 9 5 14
The top four whole family group activities which the
boys and girls showed to be of common interest are all
classifi ed under "passive" activities in this study. They
do not, therefore, contribute to the physical growth and
strength of the individuals concerned. The educational,
emotional and social benefits derived, however, are of
great value. It has been said that a great deal about a
person can be learned by playing cards with him. Learning
to be a "good loser" is not an overnight undertaking.
"Riding in a car" can be a valuable experience to family
groups. It enables them to casually witness life as it is
lived in these United States. It makes for a deeper under-
standing of the complexities of modern living. In some
*.
cases it results in a deeper appreciation of the advantages
the family has right within its own environment . In other
instances, it furnishes a goal toward vhich the family, as a
group, might work.
Rea so ns g i v en for 1 ack of family activi ties . It seems
altogether fitting to conclude this chapter with a random
sampling of the reasons given, during personal interviews, for
the limited nunb er of family leisure time activities.
My parents seem too old to me. I can’t picture
playing with them.
Everyone in my house is busy going his own way.
Father comes home tired. He works around the
house at nigjit and on Saturdays and Sundays.
Father claims I spend too much time and money
on hobbies. He says that I won’t have anything
to look forward to. He's funny about anything
that involves money. Sometimes he’ll go out with
me but coirplains about the expense.
Father vorks nights and sleeps days. He’s too
tired to do things and go places with me.
My mother and father go out. I go out with ray
gang because I don’t like beirg left alone.
We’re not a close family. Father works nights.
We don’t get together very often.
It’s too confusing to do things together. There
are too many people to suit.
We don’t get along well together. Everyone has
his own friends
.
My brother wouldn't take me anywhere if it killed
him
.
My father is the relaxing kind.
They’re tired out after a day’s work.
My folks just sit and read. That’s all.
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The aforementioned excuses cannot be corrected easily.
They present circumstances that require thoughtful adjust-
ments and compromises. Leisure time activities are too
important to be sacrificed. The family needs to accept
playing t oge the r as one of its functions. The recognition
of this function wo uld help to strengthen the bond of family
unity
.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
,
CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY
The purpose of this study was to identify selected
leisure time activities of 100 ninth grade boys and girls
in a city school system.
The study undertook to determine:
1. The solitary activities of these boys
and girls .
2. Activities which these youth preferred,
but in which they did not engage.
3 . Reasons for not engaging in preferred
leisure time activities.
4. Leisure activities in which the group
engaged with members of their own
families
.
Solitary leisure activities . The conclusions
obtained from the data were
:
1. Most of the boys and girls found it a problem
to know what to do with themselves when they
were alone. This problem was greater with
some youth than with other youth.

2
. Individually considered, the number of items
listed did not vary to any marked degree
between boys and girls
.
3. The boys had more variety on their lists
than did the gir Is .
4. The boys had more ''active” activities than
did the girls
.
5. The most common interests of the boys were
listed, in order of preference, as follows:
"reading", "listening to the radio", "playing
cards", "eating", "practicing shots with the
basketball", "attending the movies", "drawing
and "napping".
6. The most common interests of the girls were
listed, in order of preference, as follows:
"reading", "listening to radio", "knitting",
"cooking", "sewing", "playing musical instru-
ments :
,
"playing cards", and "drawing".
7 . The activities in which both boys and girls
showed interest, in order of preference, were
"listening to radio", "reading", "playing
cards", "eating", "drawing", and "playing
musical instruments".

Activitie s in which the group 'would like to have
engaged . The conclusions obtained from the data were:
1. Most boys and girls expressed a desire to
discover more ways of using their free time
more interestingly and pr ofitably
.
2. The boys gave the following activities as one
in which they would like to engage: "partici-
pating in sports", "working on outside jobs",
"belonging to clubs", etc.
3. The girls listed as activities in which they
would like to engage, the following: "parti-
cipating in sports", "belonging to clubs",
"sewing", "knitting", etc.
4. The boys listed more activities than did the
girl s
.
5. The boys* activities were of a more active or
physical nature than were the girls’ .
Reasons gi ven for not h aving participated in the
preferred activities . The conclusions obtained from the
date were:
1. The three most outstanding reasons given by
the boys were: "not enough time", "don’t know
how", and "lack of equipment".

2. The three reasons most outstanding given by
the girls were: "can’t find people with
similar interests", "lack of equipment", and
"don’t know how".
3. The combined groups listed the reasons: "not
enough time", "lack of equipment", "don’t know
how", "can’t find people with similar interests
"expense", "parental objection" and "lack of
opportunity" .
4. More boys than girls felt that they had too
many activities. More boys than girls were
unable to express their opinions as to this
matter
.
5. The majority of boys and girls did not report
any parental objection.
6. More boys than girls indicated parental
disapproval
.
7. An almost equal number of boys and girls were
uncertain about their parents’ reactions.
Activities engaged in v/ith members of the family .
The conclusions obtained from the data were:
1. All of the boys and all of the girls, with
only one exception, listed activities that
were engaged in v/ith family members.
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2. Considered individually, the number of items
listed did not vary to any marked degree
between boys and girls.
3. The boys showed more variety on their lists
than did the girls .
4. The combined group listed more "active”
activities than any other classified activities.
5. The boys listed more activities classified under
the heading of "active" than did the girls.
6. The activities which received the smallest
amount of recognition were classified under
"arts', crafts, hobbies".
7. The boys showed, by their responses, that they
had enjoyed the following activities in the
company of members of their family groups:
"playing cards", "attending movies", "partici-
pating in sports activities", "riding in a car",
"attending sports events", "swimming", "going
visiting", etc.
8. The girls included on their lists the following
activities: "attending the movies", "playing
cards", "going visiting", "listening to radio".
etc
.
9.
The items in which most of the hoys and girls
showed commin interest were: "playing cards",
"attending movies", "going visiting", "riding
in car", and "swimming".
10. The majority of activities of common interest
to hoys and girls were enjoyed outside of the
home environment
.
11. Circumstances which existed within the home
were given as reasons for not having listed
more fami ly a ctivities .
12. More of the activities listed by both hoys and
girls were enjoyed with particular members of
the family group than with the whole family
group
.
13. The whole family group activities in which both
boys and girls showed interest were: "playing
cards", "attending movies"', "going visiting",
and "riding in car".
14. Most of the whole family group activities were
classified as "passive" ones.
15. A larger proportion of whole family group
activities was found on the girls' list than
on the b oys ' .
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It was not the purpose of the writer to criticize
the leisure time activities as given by the study group.
One cannot help but feel, however, that the use of leisure
time is still in need of serious attention. Individuals
need the cooperative help of their parents, the school,
and community agencies in solving the problem of "What to
do" .
Adolescent youth want to be shown how to occupy
themselves effectively. They want opportunities to parti-
cipate in wholesome and interesting activities. The whole
blame for mischievous acts during out-of-school hours
cannot be set squarely on their shoulders
.
Boys and girls must be able to find activities in
their lives at home which are vital and stimulating. The
time is at hand when the home must fight against countless
outside diversions. The family must face either complete
surrender to these diversions or fi t a portion of them into
its life. Whatever the outcome, the unity of the family
must remain of utmost importance.
It would be interesting to trace what happens to
the fun that parents have playing with the young child. Is
it the child who leaves the game or is it the parent who
withdraws? The question might be asked as to whe’ther or not
t
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parents seem to get more enjoyment out of playing with
the three year old child than they do with the fifteen year
old adolescent . A father sometimes looks forward to the
time whe n he can take his son fishing. Yet, quite often,
when that time comes, he has some reason why it can’t he
done. The modern American family is doubtlessly being
shaped by the many advances made through scientific and
mechanical research. It would seem, however, that the
future of the family depends a great deal upon its close
unity .
Adolescents who live in a borderland between child-
hood and adulthood need the sympathetic interest and under-
standing of adults. It is during these transitional years
that boys and girls are especially responsive to the in-
fluences in their environment. Their activities and
interests, desires and ideals, are subject to change. The
adolescent feels that he is no longer a child nor is he
accepted as an adult. Parents and educators alike should
help youth through the transition experience that bridges
the gap between childhood and adulthood. The ultimate goal
of all youth seems to be the attainment of the title
Happy Adult .
.. '-L ..
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. An inquiry into the solitary leisure time
activities, the desired activities and the
activities engaged in with family members as
indicated by sixth grade boys and girls .
2. An inquiry into the solitary leisure time
activities, the desired activities, and the
activities engaged in wi th family members as
indicated by twelfth grade boys and girls.
3. An inquiry into the solitary leisure time
activities, the desired activities, and the
activities engaged in with family members as
indicated by a similar group of boys and girls
living in a non-urban area.
4. An inquiry into the solitary leisure time
activities, the desired activities, and the
activities engaged in with family members as
indicated by a similar group of boys and girls
living in another geographical part of the
United States .
5. An inquiry into the solitary leisure time
activities, the desired activities, and the
* .V \J
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activities engaged in with family members as
indicated by a similar group of boys and girls
attending a private school.
6. Comparative studies of the activities found in
any of the aforementioned inquiries as compared
with the results of this study.
7. A study of the school’s curricula to determine
to what extent provisions are being made for
education for leisure time.
8. A comparative study of the activities indicated
by parents as the ones engaged in by their coys
and girls, alone and with members of the
family, as compared with those indicated by the
youth themselves.
9. A study to determine whether adequate provisions
are made by community agencies for wholesome
leisure time experiences for ninth grade youth.
10.
A comparative study of the solitary leisure time
activities, desired activities, and activities
engaged in with members of the family as indicated
by a group of pupils in a school with an estab-
lished activities program as compared with
those offered by a group in a school with a
non-activities program.

11. A comparative study of the amount of time
spent by an adolescent in leisure time
activities as compared with the amount of
leisure time he spends with his peers.
12. An inquiry into the leisure time activities
of ninth grade youth during vacation periods,
grouping the activities as seasonal or non-
seasonal, active or passive, etc.
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APPENDIX
r*
LEISURE TIME INQUIRY
24
NAMI AGE ENCIRCI 30Y GIRL
1.00 YOU PEEL AT LOSS TO KNO
'
'HAT TO DO ITH YOURSELF vHEN THERE
ARE NO OTHER PEOPLE AROUND?
ENCIRCLE: VERY OFTEN SOMETIMES HARDLY EVER NEVER
2. PLEASE LIST BELOW ALL CP TEE ACTIVITIES IN VHICH YOU ENGAGE BY
YOURSELF DURING YOUR FREE TIMS. IN OTHER LORDS, MEAT DO YOU DO TO
AMUSE YOURSELF OR TO OCCUPY YOUR TIME ..HEN YOU ARE ALONE? BESIDE
EACH ONE OF THE ITEMS IN YOUR LIST MRITS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
SYMBOLS TO INDICATE HO'..’ OFTEN YOU DO IT.
F- -FREQUENTLY 0- -OCCASIONALLY R- -RARELY
ACTIVITY HOW OFTEN?
1
2
3 ^
5.
6
-T-
7.
8 .
9 «_
10 . i
DO NOT ..RITE BELOW THIS LINE.
IS NEEDED.
INTERVIE'VER ' S NOTES :
COMMENT
:
USE OTHER SIDE OF SH T IF MORE SPACE
NUMBER ADDITIONS
TOTAL
It
\
a
II
MAKE ? «>cr
1. WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISCOVER MORE WAYS 0? USING- YOUR FREE TIME
INTERESTINGLY AND PROFITABLY?
ENCIRCLE: YES NO
2.IN WHAT KINDS OF ACTIVITIES WLD YOU LIKE TO EMO''.G Tr ?
3. WHY DON'T YOU ENGAGE IN THE '-30-T ACTIVITIES NO 1'/?
A. DO YOU FFFL TH*T YOU HAVF TOO MANY *CTI' T ITI^S AND THER^FORF DO NOT
HAVE ENOUGH TIKF FOR IMPORTANT THINGS?
ENCIRCLE: YES NO NOT SURE
5. DO YOUR P^R^NTS THINK THAT YOU U rF T AKr ’~ ON TOO MANY t: •ies?
ENCIRCLE: YES NO I DON'T KNOW
I\
NAME
III
.
1. PLEASE CHECK () THE TITLES OP THE PERSONS WHO MAKE UP YOUR PRESENT
HOME GROUP . IN THE CASE OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS, etc . , INDICATE
THE NUMBER
.
MOTHER GRANDMOTHER
FATHER
JSISTER(S)
BROTHER ( S
)
GRANDFATHER
OTHER RELATIVES
"(INDICATE RELATIONSHIP)
NON-RELATIVES
2. FATHER'S OCCUPATION
3.
MOTHER'S OCCUPATION
4.
LIST BELON ALL OF THE LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES IN WHICH YOU ENGAGE
WITH ONE OR MORE MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY TO HAVE FUN. IN OTHER
LORDS, ivHAT THINGS DO YOU ENJOY DOING TOGETHER ?
BESIDE EACH ACTIVITY IN YOUR LIST WRITE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
SYMBOLS TO INDICATE WITH WHOM YOU DO IT AND HOW OFTEN YOU DO IT.
FAMILY MEMBERS HOW OFTEN?
M—MOTHER F—FATHER B--BROTHER F--FRECFJENTLY
S—SISTER GF- -GRANDFATHER GM--GRANDMOTHER ©--OCCASIONALLY
OR- -OTHER RELATIVES R- -RARELY
. -
ACTIVITY
1* .
WITH WHOM HOW OPnTEN ?
p.
3 . ...
4 T
6 .... _ _ .
7
—
— jr
Sc
10c
DO NOT ..RITE 3EL0.« THIS LINE. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.
INTERVIEWER'S NOTES: NUMBER ADDITIONS
COMMENTS: TOTAL
*
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